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A N ADVENTURE.
The first thing that ptesenled itself to her
through the dance, gracefully holding her cated solely for the circles of fashion, to I exhausted from the exercise of her walk,
There ate many situations in life that men view, was myself standing near her, with a
flowery drapery, smiling, blushing, coquet glitter and be admired—to dance, to sing, and as the stranger was passed the merid
JLISHED' EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
ting and flirting.
Compliments were to dress, to talk, and that was all. She ian of life, she did not hesitate to accept are pleased in, which will bring forth talent, pjstol in my hand.
SAMES W. BARTER
CO.
(i Oh do not murder me ! take all ;—you
breathed continually into her ears. She knew that she must one day die, and his offer, at the same time thanking him strongih, courage and ingenuity, which him
EfllClNF^111^*^a'n
?ver
Bep’Di’s Bookstore, was compared to the sylphs, the graces, when the bell tolled, and the long funeral for his courtesy.
.
will not murder me, sir 1”‘
His mild, yet serious self and others deemed totally al variance cannot,
'‘,,J 'nathiiii1
i(h ifssl
the muses, the houris and even to the darkened the way, she was reluctantly re eyes, rested on her face with a look of ex with his nature. I am one whose life has
Idle servants now rushed in ; all was ex¡th
he publishers do not hold themselves responsiangels, that inhabit the celestial city. minded of her own mortality. But she treme commiseration, as with a deep sigh been an undisturbed scene of peace and plained. The wretch tinned out to be a
error
in any advertisement
beyond the
.....................................
......
I Yes ; this daughter of fashion, this devo- banished the dreadful and mysterious of fatigue she leaned on the shoulder of quietness. No quarrel or dispute ever ren vagabond, runaway slave from Virginia ; I
re REAlPfiv charged for its inseriion.
! tee of pleasure, this vain and thoughtless thought, as one with which youth, beauty Agnes, while the hectic flush flitting over dered it necessary for me to call forth my had the providential opportunity of rescuing
EM
v zirli cniWQii le
TLetters,
iAllUfC
B of (]i!• Sease n|111!lj rlRvertisemenls,
etc. relating to the
moral or physical strength, both of which 1 one from the worst of fates, who in after
Votilil lie V'^ department of the paper may be directed to ! being who lived without God in the world, and health had nothing to flo, and as suit her cheek, betrayed the feverish cifrrent
am now inclined to think 1 possess ; at least rears called me husband, and related to our
«8 the«¿7fishers.
I was told by flattering lips, that she resem- ed only to the infirmities of age, and the that was flowing in her veins.
ns the
fishers.
‘ You seem to be an invalid, my dear the reader will hear me out, when I have children her miraculous escape' from the
:,l time by
II Communications, Letters, etc. connected with i bled those pure and glorified spii its which agonies of disease. As for the judgment
es.orhv
•
..
...
------of
Ti:i
the grave, that scene of indescri young lady,’ sai<l he so kindly and respect related the following adventure : —
the -.
throne
the Most High, and beyond
I
bold attack of a midnight assassin.,
Bs> Or hy ¿..Mr
Hot I, 4°r’’a■' 4eparhnenl
may .....
be addressed to Jamês . surround
V wliinl, .1.
as heretofore.
I was on my way to P---------- , in the fall
grandeur, when every created being fully, it was impossible to be offended with
sing the everlasting song of Moses and bable
I
stand before the presence of uncrea the freedom of the address : ‘ 1 trust you of 18— ; it was towards the cold evenings
the Lamb—and she believed it. Perhaps must
i
Take ore your Potato Blossoms. — /I
> guard
glory, ‘to give an account of the find there is a balm in Gilead, a heavenly in the first fall month,v\ hen my horse stopped little labor well paid. for.— It has long been
some may assert that the daughters of ted
i
isiAN m??’» MIS C E L L A N Y.
suddenly before a respectable house, about known ih-it crops of any kind, which per
done in the body,’ she deemed it Physician near.’
fashion are not always forgetful of their deeds
<
four miles from N——, There, was some fect and ripen their seeds befote they are
shocking
and
sacrilegious
to
think
of
a
Ellen
gave
him
a
glance
of
unspeakable
God,
for
they
are
often
heard
to
call
upon
«Wifi
L Wnan
Scenes in the Life of a his great and holy name, in a moment of subject so awful, and to do her justice, astonishment, and coldly answered, ‘I thing
strange and remarkable in this action iemoved, take up and appropriate a vast
Belie.
of my horse, nor would he move a step in deal more nutriment (which they derive
sudden astonishment or passion, and were she never heard it mentioned, except from have a severe cold, sir, nothing more.’
l,lat acconciJ
Y MISS CAROLINE LEE HENTZ.
The dry, continuous cough that suc spite of all my‘exertions to move him on. from the soil?) than those crops which are
a saint to witness their uplifted eyes acd the pulpit, (for there are fashionable
m. ifere was a rushing to and fro in the clasped hands, he might deem them wrapt churches, and Ellen was the belle of the ceeded, was a fearful commentary upon I determined to gratify his whim and at the removed before the seeds are perfected.
Is ntise fromii Ter
EEen Loring, a tread of hur- in an extacy of devotion.
church as well as of the ball-room.) Thus her words. The stranger seemed one same lime a strange presentiment which This conclusion looks reasonable at first
aiul sufferinn'JpFeet. a mingled hum of voices, an
Ellen, in the midst of almost universal living in pra< tical atheism, laboring to bring not easily repulsed, and one, too, who had came over me, a kind of supernatural feel sight ; for the seeds, which are the most nu
an(l happiness,
an(^ shutting of doors, as if some homage, began to feel dissatisfied and every thought and feeling iq subjection to conceived a sudden and irrepressible in ing indescribable, seemed to urge me to en tritious pait of the plant cannot be formed
iginated lioni i^iof overwhelming importance agita- weary. There was one who had been in the bondage of fashion, endeavoring to terest in his young companions.. Agnes, ter. Having knocked, and requested .to be without much food being forwarded from
,cii>ebeingfeelings, and moved the frames of the train of her admirers, himself the star annihilate the great principle of immortal in arranging Ellen’s scarf, dropped a book conducted to the gentleman or lady of the the earth for that purpose.
Hence the ex
irs»i- This
individual in the house. A stran- of fashion, who was evidently offering in ity, struggling within her, Ellen Loring from her hand, which he stooped to raise house, I was ushered into a neat silting haustion of the soil by the ripening of the
1 Pec»l,ar kind!yl the apartment below, might have cense at a new shrine.
A fair young was as much the slave of vice, as the vo and as his eye glanced on the title, the room, where sat 4» beauufol gill of about crop. When a crop of grass is cut befote
an individual was dying, and stranger, who seemed a novice in the tary of pleasure. Like the King of Baby gravity of his countenance deepened, it twenty years of age. She rose at hiy fu the seeds are fully developed, the ground
llul7 H kw
splendid scene, drew him from her side, lon, who took the golden vessels from the was one of ******’*s last works, in which ll ante and seemed a little surprised at the uill be found Io have parted with a much
r the diseases II were gathering round, to offer
tof’lfiMiim|;^PPliances of love and sympathy. and from that moment the adulation of temple of the Lord, and desecrated them, that master of glowing language and im appearance of a peifect stranger, in a few less portion of its fertility ; and this is the
»1 '»to sarne
... ’ ifHen Loring, the object of all this others ceased to charm.
She danced at his unhallowed banquet, she had rob passioned images, has thrown his most words I related to her the strange , conduct reason of a grain crop exhausting the soil
of my horse, and his stubborn opposition to so much more than a grass crop. The fol
83, and usedhy ^tion, was in all the bloom and beau- more gaily, she la. ghed more loudly, to bed her soul, that temple of the living powerful spell around the senses of the
in curing cenain^ealth.
She sat in a low chair in conceal the mortification and envy that God, of its sacred treasures, and appropri reader and dazzled and bewildered his my mind. “ 1 am not,” 1.observed,il super lowing curious and. important extract from
stitious, nor inclined to deride- the meta a foreign journal, is a practical illustration
inedicinesl^^jj-a jarge mirror, half-arrayed in the was spreading through her heart ; but the ated them to the revelries of life.
But perceptions of right and wrong.
111 the year
of the ball-room, her head triumph, the joy was over. She began to the hour was approaching, when the in
‘ Suffer me to ask you, young lady,’ physical doctrines of those who support of the above principle. (i M. Zeller, di
with
wn i aa ceriain
ceriain
with flowers and streaming with feel a thousand inconveniences, of whose visible apgel of conscience was to write said he, laying down the book with a sigh, them ; but the strange unaccountable feel rector of the Agricultural Society of Darm
L,,0,^u,a\WS) her feet encased in silk cobweb existence she seemed previously uncon on the walls of memory, those mystic ‘ if you find in these pages, instruction, ing that crept over me in attempting to pass stadt, in 1839 planted two plats of ground,
orined into pi||s,
your house, induced me to solicit lodgings of the same size, with potatoes, When the
bite saun
satin,> ner
her Iace
face nusnea
flushed vv,in
with ex
ex-“ scious. Her feet ached from the tight chagpcters which a greater than Daniel ’consolation or support ? any thing that as
a compound
plants had flowered, the blossoms were
a rational being you ought to seek, as a for the night.”
'hysicians and bint’ ^er wa*st compressed into the ness of her slippers, her respiration was alone can interpret.
“ We are not,” she replied, £< well guard removed from those in one field, while those
*
*
*
*
Their long esiai^t
possible compass, while the difficult from the tightness of her dress,
moral one to approve, as an immortal one
ed, ’tis true ; but in this part of the country in the other weie left untouched to per
It was the afternoon of a mild summer’s to desire ?’
•sal and healing infest fingers the household could sup- she was glad when the hour of her depart
we have little to fear from robbers, for we met their seed. The former produced 476
day,
a
lovely,
smiling,
joyous
summer
day,
Ellen
was
roused
to
a
portion
of
het

msing qualitiesolthere drawing together the last reluc- ure arrived. Warm from the exercise of
the glandular pitand eye, which fastened the the dance, and panting from fatigues, she when two female figures were seen slow- former animation, by this attack upon her have never heard of any being near us ; we pounds'— the latter 437 pounds.”—Farmer»
is will sustaini|ieitilaj a;ry m’LXture of satin blonde, that stood a few moments on the pavements, ly walking along a shaded path, that led favorite author, and in language warm as are surrounded by good neighbors, and 1 Cabinet.
ie mile.menewt redundant folds round her slender waiting for some obstructions to be re from a neat white cottage towards a his from whom she drew' her inspiration, flatter myself we are at peace with them all.
But this evening,,in consequence of my fa
__
i. ‘ I am afraid, Ellen, your dress moved, in the way of the carriage. The neighboring grove. One was beautiful, she defended his sentiments and exalted
Self Denial. — Youth are prone to be
ther’s absence, 1 feel unusually lonesome,
T HERS,£|| ¿r too tight,’ said Mrs. Loring, who ground was covered with a sheet of snow, and both were young, but the beautiful his genius—she spoke of his godlike mind,
ill-natured and disobliging. Il is hard for
and if it were not bordering on the supersti
them to endure a little self denial, or suffer
Co. .-Gent8.-H!n;uPer‘ntend‘nS ^e process with a which bad fallen during the evening and one was so pale and languid, so fragile when the stranger entreated her to for
tious, I might reason as you have, and say
Lraordinaryeffactirffcid experienced eye, ‘you had bet- made a chill bed for her feet, so ill defen and hiding, it was impossible to behold bear, in words of supplication but in ac
inconvenience for the promotion not only of
1 consent to your staying ; for similar feeltheir own happiness, but the happiness of
i Pills.upon tlioii< wea«* it, it may give you a con- ded from the inclement season.
The her without the deepest commiseration. cents of command.
ings
have
been
mine
ere
you
arrived
;
for
were induced toyiilijon.»
‘Ridiculous!’ exclaimed El- night air blew damp and cold on her neck She moved listlessly on, leaning on the
‘ Draw not a similitude,’ said he, ‘ be
linose who take an interest in their welfare.
what cause I cannot imagine.”
i,____________ fee,s perfectly loose and comfort- and shoulders, for her cloak was thrown arm of her less fair, but healthier compan tween a holy God, and a being who has
They do not look forward to see the
The evening passed away delightfully :
beneficial results of certain courses, which
iatinff pains dimJain sure it fits delightfully.
Look, loosely around her, that her beauty might ion, apparently insensible of the sw eet and perverted the noblest powers that God
my young hostess was intelligent and. Live
are marked out by their friends and when
•f each.
addressing a weary looking girl not be entirely veiled, till the gaze of ad glowing scenery around her. The birds lias given. Bear with me a little while,
ly ; the hours flew so quick, that on looking
n much medimj been standing more than half an miration was withdrawn.
sung in melodious concert, from every and I will show you what is truly godlike,
deprived of present enjoyment, they deem
at my watch, 1 was surprised to find it was
7reee”»“*7e'. her arranging her hair, in the
Agnes sat by the lonely fireside, wait green bough, but their music could not a book as far transcending the productions
it injustice and unkindness, and manifest
eleven o’clock. This was the signal for re
i being very pmfashionable style.
* Look, Agnes, ing for the return of Ellen. For a while gladden her ear, the air played softly of him you so much admire, as the rays of tiring ; and by twelve, every inmate of the their feelings by sour looks, and stubborn
ness of behavior. They treat dly those to
she kept up a cheerful blaze, and as she through her heavy locks, but awaked no the sun excel in glory, the wan light of house was probably asleep save myself.
lmjs) and soon liliflit beautiful ?’
1
whom they |»re most indebted, and to whom
ttend to the wiil• ^ beautiful,’ answered Agnes, heard the gust sweep by the window, it elastic spring in her once bounding spirits. the taper.’
could
not
sleep —• strange visions floated
.il her cnnfinemejlnpc
wou|j Jook much better if reminded her that Ellen would probably It was the late blooming Ellen. Loring,
in after lifeWhey will look back as their best
Then taking from his bosom the volume
across my brain, and I lay twisting and turn
Bks prev'i”«,fcfcn^o very low, and the night is
come in shjvering with cold, and re who, according to the advice of her phy which had excited the curiosity of Ellen, ing on the bed, in all the agony of sleepless and kindest friends.
sician,
was
inhaling
the
country
air,
to
on
account
of
its
apparent
fascination,
and
proach
her,
if
she
did
not
find
a
glowing
:ough,and Inyili in thtsure you will suffer without
suspense. The clock struck one — its last
She applied see if it could not impart an invigorating seating himself by her side he unfolded vibrating sound had scarcely died away,
use of the Pdlsifi flne nrown over your shoulders. hearth to welcome her.
PROVERBS.
ialf a box. Il in »en( v kea(]s are very ornamental, fresh fuel, till lulled by the monotonous influence.
She had never recovered its sacred pages. She caught a glimpse
when
the
opening
of
a
shutter,
and
the
rais

Seeking
the
welfare of man is goodness—
i advise all tWi» ?
» , .
jitd
,4e use
4 give warmth,’l lting them sound of the wind, she fell asleep in her from the deadly chill occasioned by her of the golden letters bn the binding, and ing of a sash in one of the lower apartments, of all virtues the greatest—because it is aim
Uic»» back
l
with a feeling of superstitious convinced me some one was entering the
ive taken them
■ xe, from a heck that ‘ rival- chair, nor waked till the voice of Ellen exposure, the night of the ball, when she drew
ing to imitate God.
dong in the
;iteness.’ Ellen burst into a roused her from her slumbers. A few stood with her thin slippers and uncovered dread,. It seemed to her that she was house. A noise followed as of a person
No man ever did a personal injury to
. house in a M'jr■
’> gh, and declared she would dull embers were all that was left of the neck in the snow, and the blast, in all the about to read her death warrant, and she
jumping from the window sill to the floor, another, without doing a greater one to hi.mo be half the
‘
madness
of
superfluous
health.
’
It
was
involuntarily
put
out
her
hand,
with
a
re

fire,
the
candle
gleamed
faintly
beneath
a
¿(iier death cold, than look so
and then followed the light and almost noise selt.
g in after ccM
Without appearing to less step of one ascending the stairway.
’ and old-womanish.
Mrs. long gloomy wick—every thing looked said she had caught a ‘ dreadful cold,’ pulsive motion.
ken.-We
I
Avoid all harshness in behavior; treat
them, for they
UC
L ter posed and
...........................
‘Sv
insisted..........
that.. cold and comfortless. It was long before which the warm season would undoubted legard it, he looked upon her with swfeet slept in the room adjoining the one occupied every one with that courtesy which springs
lias the rich, fit be
ir a S|KBV| ¡n(O tfoe bap_ poor Agnes could recall the cheering ly relieve, and when the summer came, and solemn countenance, while he repeat
by the lady ; mine was next the staircase ;• from a mild and gentle heart.
e is a remedy
T e^e~re to put it around her, warmth. In the mean time, Ellen pour and her cough continued with unabated ed this passage, from a bard who had the step came along the gallery slow and
I’here is no cause of misery more fruitfid
e which bidsiole«'1
N^eidit dancing, ‘ for you must ed upon her a torrent of reproaches, and violence, and her flesh and her strength drank of the walers of a holier fountain cautious. I had seized my pistol and slip!
•h many of them to
than incut ring expenses that we cannot af
•’hjtjled she, ‘ the dreadful tossing her cloak on a chair, declared she wasted, she was sent into the country, as than Grecian poets ever knew :
the lives of thow
on part of my clothes, determined to watch ford.
be lost.
last winter, when you would never go to another ball as long as sured that a change of air and daily exer
“ This book, this holy book, on every line
or listen to the movements seemingly mys
As the Spanish proverb says, £i He who
, J838; corner offtl
The
Mark’d with the sealofhioh divinity,
J11(„ vas really apprehensive of she lived—she had been tired to death, cise would infallibly restore her.
terions or suspicious ; the sound of the step would bring home the wealth of the Indies,
street. For forltaf
at he "j.
On every leal bedewed with drops of love
chilled to death, and now to be vexed to fearful word consumption, which in the
stopped at my door—then followed one as must carry the wealth of the Indies with
Divine, and with the eternal heraldry
'• * nOfikhUSUathi> mother, yon must he death by such a stupid, selfish creature as days of Ellen’s health was so often on
of applying the ear to the keyhole, and a low him,’’soil is in travelling—a man must car
And signature of God Aliniffhty stamped
A.0.R0«Kfsaconc%5
0/ con9umption.
Agnes-—it was too much for human nature the mother’s lips, was never mentioned
From first to last, this ray of sacred lioht,
breathing convinced me the villain was list ry knowledge with him, if he wou
brin»
procured by M'ghe ojiWtj Si)„ begins and ends with to endure. Agnes bore it all in silence, now, and whenever friends inquired after
This lamp, from off the everlasting throne,
ening. 1 stood motionless, the pistol fWnily home know ledge. — Johnson.
Mercy took down, and in the night of time
¡lieges,» ““'¿Minor, h^am not afraid of the ghost for she ate the bread of dependence and Ellen, she always told them, ‘ she had
grasped. Not a muscle moved, nor a neive
Stood, casting on the dark her gracious bow ;
‘ lv to disirW ,n> cnar while such roses as these dared not express the bitter feelings that caught a bad cold, wffiich hung on a long
was slackened, for I felt as if'heaven had
And evermore, beseeching men with tears
PUBLIC LANDS.
', CAPRONXA*. «nRu irik t°r n- cheeks,
and such elastic rose to her lips. But she no longer said time, but that she was so young, and had
And earnest sighs, to read, belivve, and live.” selected me out as the instrument to effect
It is Stated on aniliOrity entitled to eredir,
so
fine
a
constitution,
she
did
not
appre

,v•
andNew-HW!
s ; bear me through the in her heart, ‘ happy, beautiful Ellen ;’she
Ellen listened with indescribable awe; its purpose.
that the quantity of the public domain
1Ust be addressed (fiS
wished her admirers could see her as she hend any danger.’ Ellen was very un
The person now passed on, and I as cau hundred nnd ninety, five millions five hundred
There
was
a
power
and
sensibility
in
his
willing to follow the prescriptions of her
empl3kn0o]<ej with admiring forid- then did, and be disenchanted.
accent, a depth of expression in his occa tiously approached the door of my bed- and thirty six thousand two hundred and fiftyI wing Agents :
‘ Take off this horrid dress, cried El medical friend. She left the city with
i chamber. I now went by instinct, or rather two acres;'—The Indian title has been extin
ftons,,1 jghter, as she danced gaily
sional upturned glance,' that impressed
der Warren.
othefe »king glass, called her a len, pulling the roses from her hair, now great reluctance, dreading the loneliness
by the conveyance of sound ; for as soon as guished to three hundred and nineteen mil
and
affected
her
as
she
had
never
been
I heard him grasp the latch of one door, lions lite hundred ami thirty-six thousand
config ^ess thing,’ and thought it uncurled by the damp, and hanging in of a country life. Agnes accompanied
before.
eldon Hobbs.
mine seized on the other—a deep silence two hundred and fifty-two acres, of wliieFi
havqeed a pity to muffle such a long straight tresses over her face—what her, on ivhom was imposed the difficult
‘ Forgive me,’ said he, ‘ if, as a stran
thereWere’ceded tip to September, J838j to
An^p in a clumsy kerchief. The a contrast did she now present to the task of amusing and cheering the invalid, ger, I seem intrusive ; but 1 look upon followed this movement ; he seemed as if he twelve new States and 'I’erritories, twelve
th^'announced, and Agnes was brilliant figure which had left the cham and of beguiling her of every sense of her every son and daughter of Adam with the heard the sound, and awaited the repetition ; millions seven hundred and thirty-six thous
‘ Be sure,’ said Mrs. Loring,
Her cheeks danger.
it came not ; all was still ; .he might have and four hundred and eighteen acres, and sold
j‘ a hundred directions for the ber a few hours before.
..,¡1,« contrail®*
tenderness of a brother, and upon whom
when
she
gave
her parting injunctions to
were
pale,
her
eyes
heavy,
her
limbs
re

considered it the echo of his own noise.
I up to September, 1840, eiglity-three millions
handkerchief,
the
scented
lto”£
the Almighty has laid his chastening hand,
The Agnes, ‘ that you do not suffer her to be
heard the door open softly ; I also opened eight hundred and seven thousand eight hun
tha^^ ^ie
ce^eras,> which crowd laxed, her buoyant spirits gone.
with feelings of peculiar interest. If 1
1Sory at the last moment. Ag- terrible misfortune of not having reigned alone ; there is nothing so disadvantage
mine, and the very moment I stepped into dred and twenty acres, leaving two hundred
>t,andh»’»í"í
were wandering through a barren wilderous
to
a
sick
person
as
to
brood
over
their
P
,O
d
the
retreating
form
of
Ellen,
,
an
unrivalled
belle,
completely
overwhelm

the
entry, I caught the glimpse of a tall man and twenty-two millions, nine hundred and
nr main'"."1* J
dess, and found a fountain of living water
ninety-two thousand and fourteen acres, sub
own
thoughts
—
it
always
occasions
low
or triistiae1*’./,.,
entering the lighted chamber of the young
and wistful gaze, then turned ed her. He whose admiration she most
ject’to immediate disposition Uy the IJ. States.
and suffered my fellow pilgrim to slake
„ „f the IWM*’ a to
. ^to collect
.. .................
lady. I softly stepped along the entry, and Of the value of tips immense territory, some
the scattered articlesi prized, had devoted himself to another, spirits. I have put up a lyrge supply of
'
--------.7-- . ‘Happy and she hated the fair, unconscious stran- novels, and when she is tired of reading his thirst at the noisome poof, by the way’ approached the chamber ; through the halt estimate can be formed from the fact that,
SUPI^’S,V I strewed
the room.
side, without calling him to drink of the
opened door, I glanced my eyes into the the aggregate of the sales of the public lands,
r
she to herself, ‘ happy, beau-• ger, who had attracted him from his alle- herself, you must read to her, or sing to
pure stream, would he not have reason1 room. No object was visible save the cur
from the year 1833 to September 30, 1840,
1 iVavorod by nature and fortune,. giance. The costly dress which the man- her, or amuse her in every possible man
11.
to upbraid me for my selfishness I Oh!
desire of her heart is gratified. She; tua-maker had sat up all night to com ner. If she should be very ill, you must doubly selfish then 1 should be if, after tained bed, within whose sheetslay the in inclusive, amounted to seventy-two millions,
tended victim to a midnight assassin ! and two hundred and sixty-nine thousand, sevo»
ER Nl* '
fo be admired, flattered and plete, was thrown aside as a worthless send for me immediately, but I have no
tasting the waters of everlasting life, for he, gracious heaven !—A negro ! for at that hundred’ and forty-nine dollars.
At
doubt
that
in
a
few
Weeks
she
will
be
as
doo——
While I, a poor, dependant rag, her flowers were scattered on the
ever flowing from this blessed book, I moment a tall, fierce looking black approach mi 11 it rm m pi;iee, the re main in g q it a nt i t y wo u Id.
neW
am compelled to administer to floor, and every article of her dress bore well as ever.’
amount to ‘more than fe» hundred »ud seven
Poor Agnes sometimes was tempted to should not seek to draw you from the pol ed the bed, and never was Othello and Des ty-eight millions of d-ollars.
DA dor accom^oHy and wait upon her caprices— witness to her ill humor.
luted
sources
in
which
you
vainly
endeavor
demona more naturally represented ; at least
‘ 1 cannot get warm,’ said she, ‘ I be sink under the heavy burden of her cares.
^’gers,
were only rich and beautiful like
to quench the thirst of an immortal spirit. that particular scene of the immortal ffard’s
•v or BOSrt
I would willingly walk over burn- lieve I have caught my , death-cold,’ and She wondered she had ever thought it a
The Ship Charles.—The New Orleans
Dear young fellow traveller to eternity, conception. I was now all suspense ; my
AF
«.ghshares to obtain the happiness throwing her still shivering limbs on the task to array her for the ball-room, or to
Bulletin says that the shipmasters in port in
suffer me to lend you a guiding hand.’
heart swelled into my throat almost to suffo tend to hang Capt- Gorham in effigy at th©
bed, she told Agnes to bury her in blan wait her return at the midnight hour.
3
siore f°r her to-night.’
[Concluded next week.}
cation, my eyes to cracking, as I made a yard arm of his ow n ship, as a mark of. their
sens011^^6 ^ie reP‘n‘ng Agnes followed El kets, and then let her sleep. Can we sup But she no longer envied her, for Ellen
’indignant feelings at his conduct in abandon
bound into the room.
be present s
¡magination> to scenes which ap- pose that guardian angels hovered over pale and faded,and dejected, was a very
U. S. Ship Delaware.—The armament of
ing his vessel in the manner and under th©
The
black
villain
had
ruthlessly
dragged
’
different
object
from
Ellen
triumphant
in
ngto her fancy like the dazzling pic- the couch, and watched the slumbers of
the Delaware, ready for sea at Norfolk, is’ part of the covering off the bed, when the circumstances with which the public is so
There was no beauty and bloom. The kind lady with stated by a correspondent of the Philadelphia
qi 1841.
described in the Arabian Nights, let this youthful beauty ?
fully acquainted. The ship had been cleared
He
er the ball-room and follow the foot- hallowed spot in her chamber, where she whom they boarded, had had a rustic seat North American to consist of 30 32’s ; 28• sound of my foot caused him to turn.
for sea again, without unloading.
i
started
and
thus
confronted,
we
stood
gazing
her whose favored lot led her was accustomed to kneel in penitence, constructed under the trees, in the above long 42’s ; 26 42 carronades, and 8 Paixhan
Stand) duM jh the enchanted land.
The hall gratitude and adoration before the King of mentioned grove, for the accommodation annihilators. Total 92 g^s—none lessj on each other a few seconds ; his eyes shot
ffy^The news of the abandonment of th©
fire—and fury was depicted in his counte
bribe sale
rilliantly lighted, the music was of Kings and Lord of Lords. Perhaps, whei> of the invalid. As they now approached than 32 pounders.
Charles, reached New Orleans, 25th, and
nance.
He
made
a
spring
towards
me,
and
caused a general burst of indignant feeling.
i FiSfl'
an*mat*n£ kind, airy forms float- a mere child, she had been taught to re it, they found it already occupied by a
Charles Lancaster and James M’Cabe have! the next moment lay a corpse on the floor !
The papers say had the Captain left a few
«0—
Saze’ most elaborately and ele- peat the Lord’s Prayer at her nurse’s gentleman, who was so intently reading he been sentenced to ten years imprisonment in
IpP & fll^ ^ adorned, and in these Ellen shone knee, but never had her heart ascended did not seem aware of their vicinity They the Illinois Penitentiary,—the former for pur1 —the noise of the pistol aroused the fair lines on his slate, tt would have saved a great
to ptircl,8se ei"! endent. For a while, her enjoyment unto Him, who created her for glory, and were about to retire, when lifting his eyes loining money from letters, while postmasterr sleeper ; she started in the bed, and seemed deal of anxiety and a heavy expense.—They
, an angel of the white clouds, emerging from advise him not to’Visit New-Orleans very
id even the dreams of Agnes. Con- breathed into her frame a portion of his he rose and with a benignant countenance at Carrolton, 111., and the latter for robbing
soon.
• her downy bed to soar up to the skies. .
the
mail
between
Springfield
and
Shelbyville.
requested
them
to
be
seated.
Ellen
was
own
immortal
Spirit.
She
had
been
edaof being admired, she glided

’ '"«upje Bcnnctiunft

rice.

rd Bool
Sb’ffl

CE.
>d by
fuinty
ffne,
ttojss
ep.
'.•ho
lie
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THE

; Congress “to (he subject of the creation or ! the unsteady impulse, and moved forward
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The motion prevailed—ayes 118, noes 53.
MAIL ARTlCLp
'employment <»i a fiscal agent to be charged with wiki irregularity ; at one time stimulated
Mr. Linn, poured forth during the morning
So the rules were suspended.
I
’
with
the
performance
of
these
and
other
duto
excessive
action,
at
another
sunk
into
leththe
most
bitter
invectives
against
the
Whig
The resolution having been read—was
THE FINANCES, ETC.
FROM SOUTH AHE^
subject is one of great importance, argy. And, in providing for the wanta of the party—charging it with gross dissimulation carried by yeas and nays as follows:—yeas
...
I.-.,
’
7 .
I t|es- II ’he sulfo:
We were ¡obliged, by a press of other mat- i
to ||ie (j()Vif rmnem and to the conimu-1 Treasury, it is surely important to look, also, and hypocrisy in the course pursued in the 111, nays 75.
A letter from Lima, in theJourn,|r
ter last week, to oifot the concluding portion nity. Such agent or depository ought to u- to the wants and the welfare of the eotnmu- removals from office.
On motion of Mr. Fillmore, the committee meree, dated May 6th,says that .!
l> n labiglre.^t
• .»I
.....
. ... I I.. degree,
.1
»the
Il : nity, from the products of whose industry the
of the Secretary’s Report, the first part of 'nite, int Ithe
practicable
Mr. Smith, of Indiana, bad the House bill next took up the bill making provision for a tion in the south of Peru, got Up
safe
’
y
of
the
public
funds,
and
convenience
¡ Treasury is supplied.
for the distribution of the proceeds of the loan of twelve millions of dollars, irredeema vanco, has been completely ¿L
which was published in the number preced
General San Roman, who had at fii
! and economy in their administration ; and it i “ And as regards those great interests,, we public lands. Mr. Linn submitted an amend ble for eight years.
ing the last.—The Secretary mvites the atten- ; should, if possible be so selected or framed find the testimony of past years is no less dis- ment, which was ordered to be printed, stri
Mr. Fillmore then went into a fuliexplana- Vivanco, afterward seceded to O |
lion of Congress to the necessity of early and [ as to exert a salutary influence over tlie busi-, tinct and strong in favor of a moneyed insti- king out all after the enacting clause and sub tion of the objects of the bill; and said that merit party with the garrison of Cn? 7
effectual measures to prevent the further aug- «ess and currency of the country.
| tutioti chartered by the General Government, stituting in its stead a bill to appropriate the there was an immediate and pressing neces strong. In March, Vivanco defeated0«
?.T„7___ I Debt. He
*
in*^e of keeping and disbursing the and possessed of its confidence and credit. proceeds to the general defence of the coun sity for upwards ot five millions of dollars; al Castilla, but one of the two bod
mentation of the National
I says •__I
ti rpi
t
\ #
! public money, provided by the act of July The period embracing the last ten years of try.
—There were funds also wanting to redeem which he had divided his army, Wag
“ The obvious remedy is to increase the 4. 1840, will be found, on comparison with the existence of the late Bank ot the United
The Fiscal Bank bill was again under dis Treasury Notes which would fall due during routed on the 30ih of March, wherenj
revenue as far as may be without unreaso«ia- ! that heretofore chiefly used by the Govern- ’ States as the fiscal agent is fresh in the mem- cussion until nearly four, when the Senate the year. In examining the report of the vanco, who had marched wiih theotH
bly burdening commerce, and to reduce the ; ment, eminently deficient in all these essen- ory of us all, and is looked back to as a peri- went into secret session
the amendments Secretary of the Treasury, Mr. F. said he to encounter the President, Gam J
expenditures within the limits of strict econo j tial requisites. The financial history of the'qdof great public prosperity; and though offered were generally in principle such as could see no great error into which the Sec doned his troops and fled into Bofi#'!
my.
United States, especially for the last twelve [other causesdid, doubtless, co-operate to
bad been voted down in previous discussions, retary had fallen, except that lie had put after which his partizans dispersed 7
It was rumored that Gamarraw'ag 1
“ But as it may not comport with the views years, furnishes abundant proof that the pub- produce that favorable condition of things though somewhat varied in form.
down his estimates too low. In conclusion,
of Congress to go into a «revision and adjust lie money ¡«unsafe in the custody of individu-! yet one of the governing principles on which
Mr. Benton succeeded in carrying an a- he remarked that, if the whole amount should ing to declare war against Bolivia«!
3
ment of the customs so long before the act als, and that their official bonds are no sufii- i depended the steady advance of the country in inendment, that the Government directors not he wanted, he presumed it would not be the other hand that Santa Cruz «
pre
of March 2, 1833, comes to h-ave rt-s ■final and cient security for its safe-keeping and faithful1 commerce, in industry, and in substantial should not, as had been the case under the disjiuted that a portion was necessary, and he making a descent upon the North tf
an i
permanent operation, the undersigned would application. Within the period above-nam-! wealth, was the existence of a fiscal agent es- other institutions, be excluded from the thought that the amount should be left to the from the republic of El Ecuador.
respectfully recommend, as a temporary mea •ed »aijiy receiving officers connected with tablished by the General Government, and board, but should have full and free access to discretion of the President.
olln
WASHINGToF'ciTy
sure, the levy of a duty of 20 per cent, ad va the Treasury Department have become de- [ charged with the equalization of exchanges, all the business transactions-of the bank, and
Mr. Gordon then took ground in opposition
will
The National Intelligencer of ««
lorem on all articles which are now free of fathers to the Government. 'I'lie aggregate and the regulation of the currency.
be kept fully informed of all loans made and to the bill, and when he had concluded,
pag
“ The Anniversary was obs/J
duty, or which pay a less duty than 20 per loss'from tbat cause within that period, as
“ In the present condition of our country, orders given. So far, so good.
Mr. Fillmore moved for the rising of the says
as t
lay by a general cessation of
|
)Us
ji
terday
ni
cent, except gold and sikver, and the articles shown by the books of the Department, a- the relief to be anticipated from such an in
committee ; which motion prevailing, the
specifically enumerated in t-he 5ih section of ! mounts to $2,620.500, but a small part of stitution cannot be immediate, but must be
hav
committee rose, reported the District bill for all branches of the Government (e^.
FRIDAY, JUDY 9.
the act of March 2d, 1833.
House of Representatives,) and by
by.which will probably be recovered from their, the work of time. The business of the coun
pari
Mr. Walker moved to amend the Bank the relief of the insane, and reported progress general
cessation of the inhabitantsL|
inhabitantsfror|
“ If this measure he adopted, it is estimated lioiids. It is tiAie tiuit, in any system, which try would, however, in the opinion of the un bill so as to exclude all members of Congress on the loan bill ; when on motion of Mr. Fill
I
that there w HI 4ie received hit© the Treasury ran be adopted, some part of the public mon dersigned, steadily and certainly revive un and Bank Directors from discount.
usual occupations. The offices, S[Ore.
more. The House adjourned.
pul
from customs, in the last quarter of the pres ey must, in the proross of collection, pass der its influence.
shops
of
the
city
were
generally
ghur
After a debate, the members of Congress
ent year, about «§5,300,000 ; in all of the year through the luitids of individuals, and be sub
the
observing the respite from labor all,
“ In whatever point eflight the undersign were excluded, and the Bank Directors limit
THURSDAY, JULY 8.
1842, about $22,500,000 ; and iu the year ject to -thetr defalcations ; but the act of July ed is able to view ibis subject, be is irresisti ed to $10,000.
prit
Loan Bill.—The bill authorizing n loan us, we almost regretted that we s|louu
1843, after the final reduction under the’ act 4, 1840, extends and comi-nues the risk be bly led to the conclusion that such fiscal aof twelve millions was taken up, and Mr. tasked the persons employed in thisesti!
Suc
ofMwreht, 1833, about $20,800,000. 'Hie yond the period of collection, and it subjects gent, so framed as to possess those iniporment
to
furnish
out
a
paper
for
our
h
Pickens spoke his hotir upon it. He main
SATURDAY, JULY 10.
har
to-day ; consoling ourselves, boweverl
details <of this estimate will be found in the large masses wilifob, in the ISiirtuations of Ii tant functions, is alike essential to the wants
Several petitions for a National Bank and tained, in reply to Mr. Fillmore, that the ahav
accompanying paper, marked E,and enclos eototrierfe, sometimes accumulinte, to the of the Treasury and of the community. Such Bankrupt Act were presented.
mouiit of debt due by the Government was the reflection of the very lively thankii
we shall get for it.)
ures.
twe
an institution should be framed with deliber
aa-me -dangerous ctrstody.
only
3,000,000
—
the
amount
of
18,000,000
Mr. Woodbury moved to amend the Bank
The Temperance Associations nJ
It is believed that, after the bea-vy expen
“ Not only is the public money hi die hands ation, for it must have high duties to perform, bill so as to prevent the directors and stock which was asserted to be due, was altogeth
we
ditures required fonthe public service in die '©f individuals more exposed to lose from or- and extensive interests to protect and pro holders from making donations.
er fictitious and the whole affair was a mere procession with music and banners, aj.
doe
present year shall have been provided for, «drnary defalcations than when deposited in a mote ; and it should be granted with care,
military
turned
out,
and
the
bells
were
(
This amendment in a modified form was pretext (or taxing the people.
con
the revenues which will accrue -from that, or wdl I 'regulated bank ; but the ¡Government is for it will be liable to great and dangerous adopted.
Mr. Sergeant contended that the late ad and the guns were fired, all according j
previous annunciation.
■a nearly proximate rate ofduty, will be suffi also liable to the -risks of fire, r<vlA»ery, and abuses. As the fiscal agent of the Govern
fini
ministration,
by
improper
practises.
had
in
Mr. Woodbury moved to strike out that
cient to defray the expenses of Government, other casualties occurring eitlior in deposite ment, and an effective regulator of the cur
The President’s House was hosnit^
the
part of the first section of the bill which pro vol veil the Government in a debt of 15 to 20
anil leave a surplus-fo he annually applied to or transniiss!(fu, from which it is entirely pro rency in a wide spread community, it should
pen for the reception of his Iriendsamli
vides that the Bank shall have a capital of millions, and that it was the duty of the new
pre
the gradual payment of tlfo nadtmal debt, tected -when a <w«H«regulated bank is the de be steady and uniform in its action, and fixed
of them of both sexes, residents aifo
administration to pay it off.
thirty millions.
ren¡
leaving die proceeds.of die -public lands to pository and the fiscal agent.
gbrs,
availed
themselves
of
this
opportuj
and stable in its character.
Mr. Rhett spoke against the bill as a scheme
Mr. W. in supporting this amendment urg
be disposed «of as Congress shall think fit.
our
“ The present system is also, in many res
“ The undersigned has no doubt of the ed many arguments in opposition to the cap to revive the protection tariff—to raise an ex pay their respects to the Chief Maj
4‘ The general principles on which the fi pects, cumbrous and inconvenient. Its ten power of Congress to create such an institu
The nomination of Major General
¡ng
ital or to any capital for the Bank. The use cessive revenue, at the expense of the South,
nal revision ol the tariff is to rest are perhaps dency is to centre the disbursement at some tion. Experience has proved its necessity to
has been confirmed by the Senate iron)
adv
of this institution, as a fiscal agent, did not de* to be expended for the benefit of the North.
simple and easy to be apprehended, but the of the Eastern cities, chiefly, at New-York. carry out other expressly granted powers ; it
25th,
vice
Major
General
Alexander^
Mr. Fessenden argued, that unless we aban
pend on the amount of capital.— He was aproi
deceased.
work of revision itself, iu its adaptation and That being the great commercial emporium has been exeicised and recognised by the
verse particularly to making the Government doned the navy and the fortifications we
detail, must be a work of time. It should be of the United States, is the point at which Legislative and Executive departments of the
thet
must incur a debt, either by a loan or anoth
a partner in the business with individuals.
done on calm reflection and careful delibera funds are the most valuable, and, therefore, Government during four-fifths of the whole
APPOINTMENTS BY THE p|
the
er issue of treasury notes.
The motion to amend was lost.
tion, with a view to reconcile, as far ns possi the most sought ; hence those who are ecrtd period of (Mir national existence, and it has
DENT,
Mr. Saltonstall obtained the floor, and the
end;
Mr. Wright moved to strike out the power
ble, the conflicting opinions, and to promote tied to payments out of the public Treasury, received the uniform sanction of our highest
By and with the advice and constnl oj (In
vested in Congress to increase the capital by House adjourned at an early hour.
It I
all the various interests ofcke whole People claim them there. It is true there is a gen judicial tribunal.
ate.
The new rule, limiting each member to one
adding twenty millions.
thes
•of these United States. And k <nay be im eral discretion in the head of the Department
“ Yet that power has been questioned by
Joseph
Eve,
Charge
d
’
Affaires
to
Tet
hour for speaking on any one subject, works
The motion was lost—22 to 26.
portant, in
adjwsunenb
not only
. that
... ........
j................. .....
.....j to recipi-iuic to
in refuse
guiin or
iiiciiivurui
grant the burn
favor piiyniriiis
of such payments many wise and patriotic statesman whose oIsaac Rand Jackson, Charge d’Affair
a ju
The Senate then went into executive admirably—the only fault is it is too long by
rocate on fair aud equal principles, and in a according to its coiiv-etiieDee ^“but when the pinfons are entitled io consideration and res- session for a short time.
one half; the speakers run out their ideas Denmark.
diffi
liberal spirit, the concessions which may be , currency is -deranged, and the premium on i pact ; and in a measure like this of high poWalter Forward, First Comptroller»
before they exhaust their hour, but seem
free
«ccorded to <rurcommerce by foreign nations, exchanges is high, this discretion involves litical knport, which, if wisely conceived and
bound to occupy it, whether they have any Treasury of the United States.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
and
hut also to do justice to our own citizens by discrimination to a large amount among cordially concurred in, must have a great and
Elisha
Whittlesey,
Auditor
of
tlieTra
thing to say or not. The House can now
MONDAY, JULY 5.
meeting in a like equal spirit any heavy ex- ■ creditors equally entitled.
It then be- enduring influence on the prosperity of the
com
dispatch business very rapidly—they will al for the Post Office Department of the b
actions or prohibitions which foreign nations [comes a dan genu is discretion, and one that country, it is important, as far as possible,
Mr. VVisesaid he rose to oppose the Distri low only four or five days discussion on any Slates.
selfmay think fit to impose upon the importation ; ought not co exist. But, wider the present to obviate objections and reconcile opinion.
bution bill. There_were four unjust inequal subject, and then take the question. Let the
Paul Rossignol, Superintendent o'
that
of our stable
staple nroductions.
productions.’”
**
*
* system, iit cannot lie aev-uided, -save in a few
“If such an institution can be so conceiv ities in the bill, which had not been yet exam bank question be settled, and the other busi Branch Mint at Dahlonega, in the Sit
nies
Of the Public Debt.
-cases, w-fohout discharging «eery public lia ed in principle and guarded in its details ns ined. The first inequality was the ten per ness will soon be hurried through.
Georgia.
It is not expected tikut miy tModtificaiion of bility at the mux-'I favored point. This would to remove all scruples touching the question cent, bonus, which had been offered to the
him
the revenue laws will foe operative to -sup-ply at -ance centre all the disbursements at a few ol constitutional power, and thus avoid the new States, and had been touched upon by
Milwaukie. (W. T.) June 22. A
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trea
the immediate wants of td-ie Treasury, and to •ofiilto Eastern cities, and involve the Treas objections which have been urged against gentlemen who had preceded him, which be
The M’Leod case underwent some further with his wile and nineteen children,«
cere
pay Uie <febts wbich fall due fo rhe present' ury in the risk and expense of transporting those heretofore created by Congress, it will, should partially examine ; he showed that (he
discussion. Mr. Hunt concluded his speech here in the schooner Henry Norton of
coni
«nd in the ensuing year. A fortlier loan is [ the public funds from the various points of in the opinion of the undersigned, produce reason urged for this ten per cent, bonus was in support of the course of the administration, day last and have departed for a reside«
fron
«locessary to «effect ¿licse objects, and the only [ collection to the places of disbursement,
the happiest results, and confer lasting and im not just, as the increase of population in the and Mr. Brown of Tennessee, spoke in strong the interior. He has upwards of a)
■q-westtions that «can arise, ar-e as to the mode
A*’ item of less importance, •...
— u —
-  portant benefits on the country.
new States, which was enriching them, was condemnation of it.
girls with him, and we understmid k
““ An
but still
wor
men
<»f procuring the loan, the character of the se thy of consideration, in settling on a perma
left a part of his family behind! ifam
‘‘ The undersigned, therefore, respectfully as surely decreasing and impoverishing the
The Loan Bill.
pos«
curities, and the assumed duration of the debt ’ nent and economical arrangement, is the di recommends the creation of such fiscal agent, old Siates. The second inequality in the bill
On motion of Mr. Fillmore, it was ordered ous population is a public blessing,th
app<
“ It would, in the opinion of the undersign -1 rect expense of the present system, including and the repeal of the act of July 4th, 1840, was that it revived the two per cent, fund that this bill lie taken out of committee on is certainly entitled to a pension.
ed, be unwise to charge upon the commerce the cost of the public buildings forthe depos providing “ for the collection, safe-keeping, which had been thrice expended on the Monday next at 2 o’clock.
the
Another family of seven girls and it
or the resources of the country, in any form, ! ite of the public money, and the salaries of transfer and disbursement of the public rev Cumberland Road. The third inequality is
mot
The House then went into Committee on boys arrived here a short time sbce,aiiil
taken up their residence in the 7a
4he burden of paying at once, or at all hastily, the officers and their clerks who receive mid enue,” except the penal provisions thereof, the bonus offered to the nine new States, of the hill.
who
¡tke ¡national debt. Before that is done, mens- j disburse
_____it. No
__ f portion
........................
of ibis ......
risk,, mconven- which will probably require revision and 500,000 acres each, which will at least sell for
Mr. Cushing invited gentlemen to look at Fox Lake. Cheer up yeliachelo
five dollars per acre; the States that were cry this subject as a business question. Some ty two girls in two familie
HW-es ol restoration and relief are required.. ienre, or expense need to he incurred where a modification.
The currency of the country should be res-1 well-regulated bank is made the fiscal agent.
ing out for graduation, when grants had been had given us scraps on the land bill, and oth brighter day is dawning upon t
“ All which is respectfully submitted.
made to them of what they represented as [ ers had fired rahdbm shots at the whig party ;
lured, and
f<,.^t
»n.! ,.A„.,
commerce
non.o <>t>j
and industry relieved
“ But the present system is also, in the om ¡¡¡ent
“ T. EWING,
from their present state of embarrassment and pmibn of the uiidcrsighed, injurious to the
refuse lands, had raised their price to ten and ■ but if they had any thing to say against the
A River on Fire. We are
“ Secretary of the Treasury.
• tl" no s
depression, and a benign and liberal policy business and currency of the country.
twenty dollars an acre. He would ask the | bill as a financial measure, he would like to Mr. Orne of Cambridge, who at
In
“ Treasury Department, June 2,1841.”
F! I «
on the part of the General Government should stead of permitting the credit and the finangentleman from Maryland who introduced • hear it. The necessity for this loan was day from New-York, via No
..,7s *e|i
this bill, by what parity of reasoning he had not created by the present administration; he passed Hurl Gate in the stt
call forth once more the hardy industry and , ces of the Government to lend their indirect
UNITED STATES LEGISLATURE.
come to die conclusion that Michigan was en the late administration was responsible for it. ter Oak, a large fire was raging
surtwe enterprise of our people, and the vast but efficient aid in sustaining the credit and
,l?
titled to a bonus equal to that which was giv When Mr. Van Buren came into power he which had broken out in a lar
resowces of our country.
jVuiuy, »
[ regulating ...
thev currency w
of, MIU
the Vcountry,
it
EXTRA SESSION.
0
"
en
to
Ohio
or
Indiana.
Ji
the
question
was
“ If we assume the period of from five to brings into direct hostility . those
important
7
‘
;
L.
found the Treasury full and the country, ac and varnish factory. Eight or
W iteci
put, distinctly and independently, lie was cording to the language of his predecessor, were on fire, and nearly burnt
eight years as that in which this debt can be interests, fIn the progress of the system a
IN SENATE.
certain .that they would show by their votes prosperous. He found in the Treasury twen turpentine, coal, tar and var
paid without inconvenience and embarrass-j sufficient amount ol gold and silver to supply
TUESDAY, JULY 6.
t"â drW"i¡
«tom—«rid the time appears to be short e- the wants of the Treasury must be withdrawn
The bill incorporating the subscribers to that they did not believe that a million and a ty-three millions—nine millions constituting from the buildings into the i
Ihevy»n
nough—we have one of the most essential i from circulation and locked up in vaults, leav- the Fiscal Bank of the United States, was a- half of inhabitants were, on principles of jus the fourth instalment ; eight millions due river was literally on fire, as '
elements on which to form our judgment as ing no representative to supply its place in gain taken up—the question being on Mr. tice, entitled to no more than one or two hun from the U. S. Bank ; and six millions retain covered with blaze. Wheif*
loeir eu
tthede:
to the best und -most convenient mode in ; the general circulation.
Bayard’s amendment to Mr. Rives’ atnend- dred thousand inhabitants.—The fourth ine ed under the deposite act.
He expended a long distance from the fir.®
quality was to be found in the fact that the these sums, in addition to the entire revenue, of some were seen to roll ujg
which the loan >can beike|rt up, and the cred-i “‘ A
.*» large amount, also, in .foe
the h.nud?
bands vi*
of ment.
it of the Government sustained.
[those
who
Mr. Berrien of Ga. spoke decidedly in hos- bill provided, in the 5th section, that the min and left a debt in Treasury notes besides. posed that the fire had e*
....__
...... pay to or receive from
....... the
...J
|ere vt’“
“ In the inception and during the progrès- [ Treasury, is equally withdrawn from general tility to the amendments, and in favor of the imum price of the Public Lands should not These were undisputed facts. Treasury buildings.— Transcript. d
nd an kF
—_—.—
sive increase uf a national debt, fhe issues of circulation, and made to flow through those bill as reported by Mr. Clay. He mentioned be increased, while the Proviso of the second notes were a debt as well as bonds. It was
r niathf
Treasury notes, though dangerous and de hi-, channels alone which lead into and out of the three States—Indiana, Arkansas, and Alaba- section permitted the price to be decreased. but a different form of debt. A note for one
Horrible. A niiirdetfe
[Sfousuaí(i<
•slve, have yet their advantages. They
need■ public
coffers,. Thé other avenues of com- ma—by the constitutions of which the Legis- He asked the old States if they were willing^ year was a debt as well as a bond of eight 1 named Horndorf, took
“*■
,
to
bind
themselves
not
to
increase
the
price
not
be
tissued
faster
-tlian
¡the
wants
of
the
’
_______
’
\
___
7s COIRSI
nm
.issued
»than
-wants
the ’ rnerce and intercourse are thus deprived of ; latures of these States were prevented from
years. The first question to be considered week, at Georgetown, Ki^i ’
TrwwMrv require
roniiîm ;;• and
nm.i »ko
i.i-.,
establishing any branch or any bank in those of these lands, while the new States could was the amount of the debt, and next the of which are as followsi ,
Treasury
the po wer to issue ! their proportion ofr.the
precious metals,
; SM
»any given stun is, for all-effective ¿pur,poses of i «“ Within the
‘ fifty
~ „ two years during
a which- States, except a State Bank and branches. decrease them whenever they had the power form of it. As to the amount,—there were before, had a quarrel and ben
Minor, È
wimediaie expenditure, a fund in the Treas [«ur constitutional Government has*’existed, 1 He mentioned other States where two thirds on this floor. This lull, he argued, taxed the eight and a half millions due in Treasury club, but was prevented by f
j,,
w,<W
ury awi'Wbte to that amount.—But, when the ■ we have had, for two periods of twenty years of the Legislature are required forthe estab people seventy cents to distribute twenty a- notes
killing
her,
which
he
dec)are>
that was the first to start with, and
f5 e '
debt has acquired its maxiimmraird ceases to eadi, a bank chartered by Congre&s as a de lishment of bank or branch.—Thus many mong them.
he next went on to show that there would pose.
accumulate, or when it becomes larger than '.pository of the public moneys and as a fiscal Stales were disabled from giving their assent.
In tire course of his remarks Mr. W. said be an excess of expenditures over receipts at
He was arrested on Saturf
the amount necessary to be kept on hand to * agent. We have had, also, at two intervals, There would be irreconcilable difficulties in he was eternally attacked for not going with the end of the year of three and a half mil day was under examination b
§
the
great
Whig
party
;
he
said
that
he
was
meet the current wants of the Treasury, these ’ amounting to about nine years, State banks other States as to the locality o.f the branch.
empy
lions more. He also went into views to ces of the peace, in the set
.advantages disappear. This mode of loan [ employed for like purposes; and, during the Some States would consent on one con sometimes at a loss to know which was the show that the form of a loan was preferable wife was giving evidence, hi
tbttU becomes to the Government what the ■ remainder-of the time, the funds of the Gov- dition and for a limited time, and others Whig party ; he said it was a new doctrine to Treasury notes.
seat, walked up to her with
oth@ •
' 11
*ale in market of new promissory notes, for pmment
have been kept and
and the
the finances ad
ad- on another condition and for a short time. in this House that the opinions of the Presi
drnment have
The debate was continued in a spirited face, and whispering in her
confg
?the purpose of raising money to take up old I ministered partly by banks and partly by in- Local and party interests would spring up in dent should not be discussed; for his part he manner by Mr. McKeon against the hill, and never speak again,” attempt^
b
!iav/a,
5firomissory notes, is to an individual.
It is i dividual «fiicers and agents. The losses sus- every State against the branch. But what was determined to discuss them whenever he and Mr. Barrow in its favor, till four o’clock, the heart with a dirk knifijc
An.P'
tbe issue-of Treasury notes to take up other! tained by Slate Banks, as depositories, during objections would there be on the assenting pleased. He argued, however, that this bill when the House adjourned.
concealed in his sleeve—» «
r
thf>
Treasury aiotes year after year in succession ; the first period of their employment, extend- States to continue their assent ? The act of was not such a one as the President had rec-,
ran forward, when he, hold^
a tn
Tind, under those-circumstances, it is incon- fog from 1811 to 1816, agreeably to> a state* one legislature would not bind a succeeding omtnended.
with his left hand, stabbed
SATURDAY, JULY 10.
lenient
aild -eXliensive.
nftl
ment nrAnnrid
prepared hv
by thn
the S«rrPtnrv
Secretary
of the TreaThere was nothing remarkable except the inflicting a wound four in?
M-Buuhe
miing.01 money by the issue of j mont
end iepubli^hed
’in legislature; an act of incorporation was bind
TUESDAY, JULY 6.
ing as a contract, but in this case there would
>
Loan Billy and upon that nothing new can it is thought by her physicift
Passage of the Distribution Bill.—The well be said. Many spoke on both sides of ably prove mortal.—Peon“
Treasury ¡notes is objectionable, because it is loo/,
1837, ncic
nere çijuvvjviv.
$1,000,676.
1In
“ the •latter
••— —
pe be no charter. The assent would be given
deceptive ; by this means a heavy debt may I riod, from 1833 to 1837, though no actual and withdrawn, yearly, according to the House went for the last time, into committee
zeffe, June 23.
io?
PJur
be raised and ¡fastened «permanently-upon the [I loss is believed to have occurred, yet the change of parties.—But it was absurd to pro on this subject, and Mr. Rayner of N. C.
------ --------- i 1
j «inni
The Fiscal Bank. Ol the ten Senators
country, the amount of new issues being in-1I Treasury and the country suffered inconven pose to suffer the exercise ofso high a power spoke in favor of the bill.
Murder Most Foul!
Mr. Marshall, of Kentucky, followed, in who voted in favor of Mr. Rivet.’ amendment, horrible and diabolical inur Jo
«voiced with the payment of the old ; while the ience and embarrassment from the fiscal ar to depend on tire caprice of indixkfoal Slates.
g^OVV
Teople, and even those who administer the rangements with those numerous and discon
Mr. Berrien in conclusion, appealed to the earnest vindication of the measure from the making the establishment of Branches in any trated in any community, wa
amm
attacks
of
its
opponents.
«
this
city,
on
Friday
last,
by
a
1
Stale
or
Slates,
contingent
upon
the
consent
finances, may .not-be-impressed with the im nected institutions.
But, during the forty whig party in Congress to assert the powers
The question was then taken on the sever of such States, eight are Whigs, viz. Messrs. med James Terry. His unohei
f and i
portant fact^hat a national -debt is created or years that the two banks of the United States of the constitution, to create a National Bank
du the process of creation.
were the depositories of the public money and to redeem the currency from its misera al amendments offered to the bill, by its Barrow of Louisiana, Bates and Choate of was a fine little boy, about twelve
agair
4‘ Therefore, in the opinion of the under and the fiscal agents of the Government, no ble and debased condition. The people who friends and foes, but all were alike rejected. Massachusetts, Prentiss and Phelps of Ver age, the son of Terry’s present wife,
lo lei
Mr. Ward, of New York, moved to amend mont, Merrick of Maryland, Rives of Virgin mer husband. With a heavy stone, !
signed, when-a national-debt«does «exist, and loss whatever was sustained, nor any delay iiad elected Gen. Harrison expected it from
ofth
must continue far a time,.it is better that it or any expense incurred -in transmitting or us, and their just indignation would be turned by a proviso that the whole proceeds of the ia, and Preston of S. C. The two Opposition day-light, be so battered the skull »¡V.
sales be set apart for the increase and sup Senators who voted in favor of the amend gled the head of the child, that he
should be-made-a jftended debt, according to disbursing the public moneys so far as the against us if we neglected this duty.
forni
our ancient financial usage. It is then shel agency of those institutions extended. Then,
■
After much further debate and proceed port of the Navy, This proposition was re ment, are Messrs. Williams of Maine, and but a short time !
hoth
What adds to the horror of theory
tered by no cover and is the subject ol no de as regards the wants of the Treasury merely, ings, Mr. Rives’ amendment was rejected, jected.
Walker of Mississippi. From these facts it
woul
Mr.
J.
Q.
Adams
moved
a
proviso
that
lusion. It is open,.palpable, true. The eyes the safety of the public funds, and economy nays 38, yeas 10, as follows :
is evident that the mass of the Opposition in fact that some three or four years agv
to ou
«of the country will be upon it, and will be a- in their administration, experience has dem
Yeas.—Messrs. Barrowj Bates, Choate, the States should pay their honest debts with tend to make their stand on the final question. murdered his first wife, tinder circttn
«pace
ble to mark at a glance its reduction or its in onstrated the superior utility of a bank con Merrick, Phelps, Prentiss, Preston, Rives, the money, but this was lost.
With the help of the eight whigs above men equally cruel and revolting. He *
About nine o?clock the bill was reported, tioned ; they could -have easily carried the for his life, and acquitted by AeM
crease. And, it is believed, that a loan for stituted and adopted by Congress as a fiscal Walker and Williams.
ed in
t’he requisite amount, having eight 'years to agent. It has also proved to us that the ac
But they ground of insanity—a plea which
A few days will now be given to the oppo and the,previous question was moved and amendment, had they so elected.
It
run, but redeemable at Che will -of the Gov tive business of the country, its currency, its nents of any Bank to speak their sentiments, ordered. The question recurring on the sev preferred to go against it, in the hope of ren observed ingenious counsel alwsj
Baze
ernment on six months’ notice could be ne credit, its industry, and its commerce, are and then the question will be taken on ihe eral amendments offered in committee, they dering the bill so unpalatable to several of the when they have the management ol
Jabor,
gotiated al a much less rate of interest than intimately connected with and dependent up bill as it stands.
were again rejected, and the bill was finally whigs, that it would be rejected on the final rale case.—Raleigh (.V. C) Reg^er'
passed, yeas 116, nays 108.
Treasury notes. Much expense would, also, on the financial arrangements of the General
issue ; or that in failure of this, it would be
only i
Two members present, one oh each side, vetoed by the President. How far they were,
be saved in dispensing with the maclunery Government. If 0iey be wise and beneficent,
A Sad and Unusual Accide^’
WEDNESDAY, JULY 7.
accesi
-of the issue and payment and cancelling bf they indirectly, but efficiently, promote those
justified in either of these expectations, the e- rival at Newport reports that the orisI •
The Fiscal Bank bill received the first ah lost their votes by being outside of the bar.
J)y e:
The «vote in »the Senate, according to pres* vent will show.—JV* Y. Jour.vfCom.
Treasury notes.
ton, from Warren for Calais, cams
great interests of the People ; if constant and tack of the opposition. Mr. Buchanan open
*ept
a
is therefore-respectfully recommended uniform in their action, they give to those in ed the fire in an able speech of two hours du ent appearances, will be 26 for the bill and
paulin Cove on Wednesday a»er
that a sum sufficient to pay the debt at pres terests confidence and stability.
Sad News from Havana. A letter from while clewing up the foresaiMhe ,
ration, in which he denied that the Bank 25 against iu
Ne
ent existing, and such as will -necessarily ac
“ Since the removal of the publie deposites could if it were -created, regulate either the
Capt. Lube, first engineer of the steam ship ing of the foretopmnst studding ‘
crue inuhis and the ensuing yearpbe-raised on from the Bank of the United States, in 1833, foreign or domestic exchanges.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 7.
bandi
Lion, dated at Havana 10th June, received in way, and the boom fell and strucK
loan for the time, and on the condition above the Government liasfhad no permanent fiscal
He moved to strike out the District of Co
Mr. Warren «moved to suspend the rules in this city yesterday, states that the yellow fe on the back of the neck, which c .
<his t
suggested.”
qgent and no definite financial system.
All lumbia as a location.
order to take up and consider a resolution re ver was at that time raging violently at Ha to bite off a part of his tongue. I ,
foieni
ton
was
immediately
got
under
j
The motion to strike out was lost, ayes 20 ported by-him yesterday, confining every geh- vana, the number of cases daily taken to the
On keeping and disbursing the public money. has boon experiment, transfer and change.
«ratei
hospital averaging about fifteen.—JV. K Sun. and proceeded to Falmouth for a i ■
The .Secretary invites .the attention of The business of the country bas yielded to nays 29.
iJeman to a speech of one hour.
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The Season. Never was there a more
beautiful season than the present.
Earth
SATURDAY, JULY 17, 1941.
is clothed in its richest drapery and is cheer
ing the heart of man with the brightest pros
Whig Nominations.
pects of abundant harvests. The apprehen
FOR GOVERNOR.
sions that were indulged a few weeks since,
EDWARD KENT, of Bangor, that the “ early rain” would be withholden,
are dissipated, and the greensward and the
FOR SENATORS FOR YORK.
ploughed land are richly rewarding the in
ABRAHAM L. CAME, of Buxton.
JOHN HUBBARD, of Acton.
dustry of the husbandman. The injunction
JOSEPH FROST, of Eliot.
of the great bard, ever appropriate, is pecu
FOR REGISTER OF DEEDS.
liarly so at this hour :—
JOHN L. GRANT, of Alfred.
“ Let never day nor night unhallow’d pass,
But still remember what the Lord hath done.”
FOR COUNTY TREASURER.
DAVID OTIS, of Lituin^ion.
God’s love and mercy are written every

To THE READERS OF THE GaZHTTE. We where, are whispered in every passing breeze,
proclaimed by every revolving sun. The
present the Gazette to its patrons, to-day, in
field and the forest, the rivulet and the ocean,
an enlarged form. It is in contemplation
the air and the sky, “speak his praise.”
otherwise to improve it at an early day. It
They tell of wisdom, order, harmony, kind
will be seen, also, by reference to the first
XTheA,s
ness arid forgiveness.
And yet, amidst all
page, that new arrangements have been made
these evidences of goodness, demanding the
as to its publication—Mr. James VV. Barter
heart’s deepest homage 'and gratitude, there
i01
having taken charge of the mechanical de
are contentions and strifes,—the instructive
nl CeS8nl'OII0lW
partment .
^"paiionj, ÿ
lessons they teach are unheeded, and Man, the
It is customary, on the commencement of a
° l,'ecily»'ere¿
object of God’s love and care, the recipient
public journal, to make a brief statement of
of his blessings, the accountable steward of
the objects it is designed to promote and the
this fair heritage, walks in the midst of all
principles on which it will be conducted.
OUI a y
Such a statement from us, however, can these beauties, careless of their design, forget
■J c<>n«iin? 0()rg
hardly be necessary at the present time. We ful of hja obligations and converting that
have been long in the field. There are but which he might render a Paradise into an
‘•J* geifern.)
e Te,r>RaiiC(i^
two newspaper establishments in the State, arena of discord and wretchedness. The
with uh® J
we believe, which number so many years as truth is a startling one, yet plain and undenia
r.vt"ri‘«loin|a^‘
does this. The course it has pursued, it will ble. Neighbor wars against neighbor,—the
ieR'"’8 were fak
continue to pursue ;—politically, yielding a lips that should give utterance to the kind
nnnunciaiion,
firm support to the great principles held by word, to the heartfelt welcome or the gentle
9 Fresidem’u 11^
,r ‘lie recepita^,
the whig party—endeavoring to increase their counsel, send forth harsh denunciations and
ui of both
prevalence and to contribute somewhat to bitter reproaches; the hand that should be
^iled themielwi¿
render them predominant in the councils of ’i extended to aid, to strengthen and to bless, is
,eir rewitloi^
our State and the Nation. Honestly believ raised to injure, to persecute and destroy. So
” nomination
-•eu confirmed lij J
ing these principles the best calculated to it surely is—but where, in the instructions of
v,ee Major
advance the welfare of the people—their Heavenly Wisdom,—where, in the beautiful
sed.
prosperity and happiness, we honestly give to system of things around us, is man taught that
them the support of our humble abilities, as in so doing he pursues the right path ? No
ointments Ip
Every where—in the Revealed
the means for the attainment of those great where.
,
R
Word—in the harmony of nature, and in the
ends,
national
and
individual
prosperity.
a wiM the adciceai'
It has always been our aim, loo, to advocate events of Providence as recorded on the his
?ph Eve, Charged*
these principles with perfect candor and with toric page—is it pointedly condemned as of
ic Rand Jackson,^
a just regard for the sentiments of those wl>o fensive to Infinite purity, as inimical to man’s
ark.
differ from us. Claiming, for ourselves the own happiness and interests. Is it not so ?
Iter Forward.FirtG
free
exercise of the right of private judgment If the spirit of retaliation and revenge had
ury of die United^
ilia Wliiulesey, M
and of carrying out in practice the dictates of been stricken from the catalogue oi human
s Post Office Depute
conscience, from the heart do we eschew the passions, how much of crime and sorrow and
self-sufficient, dictatorial spirit which assumes degradation would have been saved—how
11 Rossignol, Sip.
that one’s own opinions are infallible and de vastly would the sum of human happiness
Ii Mini al Dahhij
nies to others the rights which he claims for have been augmented ! The successful per
in.
himself. We have preferred, therefore, to secutor to-day,—happy in his triumph and
.WAUKIE. W
treat our opponents as brethren, who are sin proud of his prowess—is to-morrow himself
iis wile and mmtel
cerely anxious for the well-being of their the victim, hunted by the relentless hate,
ii the schooner Hw
country and their fellow-men, but who differ agonized by the torturing appliances, of his
si mid have depirtd
from us in their views in regard to the best fellow-man. The current of evil passions is
lerior. He has iifi
with him, and we i:
means for the attainment of these great pur continually rolling on,—no class or condition
»art of his family
It is
poses of government, and we have chosen to in society is safe from its irruptions.
ipulmion isapuK ■
impossible to-day to predict upon whom its
appeal
to
the
judgment,
and
labor
to
convince
»inly entitled lojy?
the understanding, rather than question the force will be spent tq-morrow. Perhaps he
ther family of uro
'rived here a state
motives or assail the characters, of those who this hour watches its rolling tide, from
P their reside
whose claims to all the rights and privileges some eminence where he considers himself
ike. Chettw« . r
.
a Gluts ■ 1«
CIIIZens and men are aa g°*’d as our own. and those dear to him far removed from its
sr day isdmlojiipv have sought, too, to pursue an mdppen- power, may, at the next, find the turbid
waves dashing upon himself. And then
----- i“6ent course. Our creed has been, that where
I----iveron
Fire. Wm e' no
|l0 surrender
gurrehdei4 of
of principle
principle or
or right
right is
is involved,
involved, does he ask himself—“ why comes it here,
- ----bc,,er for the e<li,or to
persona» to spend its fury upon me and embitter
to*the
ned Hurl Gneiifc® references
—"" “
L‘ wishes
" of
" ’his
" friends
"
‘ and‘ the happiness of those to whom I am dear—
ik, a large 6rewMr»W#] upporters; but when requests are made that I am not conscious that I deserve thus to be
i had broken out in a > lo invoke such a surrender, it is his duty to the victim of its power ?”—So, perhaps, in all
urnisli fclory.
uul .„„„„.„.„g.y.
^decline them respectfully, but
unflinchingly. truth and justice, enquired its last victim, as
Xere'c2
ed"Or °f a p,,1>liC Journal sho,1,<l be startled by the howling winds of persecution
ihe buildings into the r d<Wight forward in bis course,—the tool of no and endangered by its wild waves, in aston
was literally on fire,as15® vVan or party of men—the slave of no preju- ishment he asked, whence come they or
ed wilh blaje. Whet'T ey.e—the bondman of no mortal. Advice why ? Such, experience tells ys, has always
r (lislance from the
' ^idered with the proper spirit and motives been the course of passion, unsanctioned by
’X^the^had r
^uld always be gratefully received and Divine approval, it has rushed madly on, as
n
considered. Indeed he absolutely sailing the innocent and the unsuspecting,
e •—•—" at he nd® *n nee<l of ^e judicious counsel of and at last overwhelming its own votaries
rriblb. A oiii^8’usua]bicions friends. But he is surely an ¡in with its bitterest woes.
ti Hornilori,l0® ^iiS coutsonable man who, having given advice
The remedy is in our own hands. Every
views tjiat cannot be regarded by blade of grass that springs up ip our pathway,
.jtadaqnairel^Hnpr, Sfwd in the same light in which he re every tree that refreshes us by its shade,
but was |»rewiitedl»f ffj, cnar?s. them, refuses to award to that friend every flower that gratifies the senses by its
g her, which he dec flri‘
of motive or disinterestedness in action, fragrance and its beauty—every blessing, that
ns arrested
his revi,er and contemner, be- every moment of our life brings with it, min
TumlereiRmtatie^ J i jse
se he exercises the reason which his Ma- istering to our wants and designed to promote
it gave him for his guide and counsellor, our purity and happiness, teaches us what that
wn9®ivinge’Ä othe ' th® ei^tor*
a country politk&'Pjournal remedy is. Derive instruction from the les
walkeJüP“1“?
config e ®sPec’a*ty» *s sometimes obliged to con- sons we are continually reading in God’s
„n,l whW'*'
7
^d with such, by whom he is drawn into words and works anti providence. Let us
pleasant collisions, and often under cir- “strive to cultivate peace with all men.”
eBrl Willi'*11, j.
C^Itnstances that lead the looker on to regard Recollect the truth, that members of society
d m as the aggressor rather than the aggriev are dependent upon each other—and that
ed.—We have no reason to believe that our while every ill-feeling which is indulged and
thm^”rSe has not generally met the approval of every unworthy course which is pursued,
pj.pAdr, political readers or that they will not con- may properly be considered a public calamity,
June 23.
. (inue to give it the meed of their approbation. to the injurious effects of which all are alike
We have labored, also, so far as in oUr exposed, so every generous sentiment and
RDEB
1?. ^ovver, to give an agreeable variety to our colpraiseworthy act may ns justly be regarded
nijd ul«ÜV . ¿IF ©•«
.
»
•
.
‘
Amffillflllir
„ jumns, nnr!
and ta
to rpnnpf
render thpm
them hnH>
both interesting as a public blessing, by which all are benelin
anvcorn ’J
i'y.onF*, .and instructive—in literary selections to guard fitted.
■against the admission of articles’ calculated
“ This above all,—to thine own self be true •
to leave injurious impressions upon the mind
And it must follow, as the night the day,
»si
of the reader, and in the news department to
Thou canst not then be false to any man.”
furnish as full a synopsis of passing events,
both in foreign lands and our own,as our limits
WHIG CONVENTIONS.
would permit. Trie-addition of four columns
The whigs of Cumberland are to meet
to our paper will enable us to devote more in Convention at Gray, on the 26th of August
h»i ««T’Än»5
«pace to literary selections, and to give increas next, to nominate candidates for County offi
ed interest and value to our news department. cers.
ly cruel
/life, and p<1(ii
It will be understood^ that in enlarging the
Of Kennebec, at Augusta, on the 28th inst.
>•1 °finsa,S^
Gazette, additional expenses are incurred for
Of Piscataquis, at Dover* on the 6tb of
ved >nÄ|;
labor* paper, etc, etc. On this point we will August.
only say to our friends, that every material
Of Somerset, at Skowhegan, on the 29th
accession to our list shall be met on our part inst.
by exertions to render the Gazette more ac
it New|>°rt IßjM
R. H. Vose, Esq. of Augusta has declined
ceptable to the public.
a re-eleqtion to the State Senate. Mr. Vose
i Co««" ii,«
N
We have
received
---- ew Subscribers.
...----....... « . a ai,
UUIC
mail.
lltBIUCIHUI
OUUUie,
is an
able
man.AB As
President IIJV
of Ilie
Senate,
handsome accession to our list of subscribers during the last session of the Legislature, he
I lhe
«
this week—most of them volunteers. Our discharged the duties of that responsible offriends may be assured that we are sincerely fice in a very creditable and satisfactory mangrateful to them.
ner.
äs»

r*i«

iS-*'

........ MBÜ■■■

ff/^Our neighbor of the Democrat affects
to find some monstrous doctrines in the reso
lutions adopted by the Whig Convention, at
Alfred, on the 5th inst. Its method cf rea
soning must provoke a smile upon the coun
tenance even of the most rigid opposition
man. It would have the people believe, that
because the Convention reposed confidence
in the integrity and ability of President Tyler,
it approved of his vote in the Senate, years
ago, to accept the award of the Dutch King.
A sensible conclusion most truly !—The
expression of confidence in the Cabinet, af
fords it an opportunity to reiterate die baseless
charge against Mr. Webster, of acceding to
the demand of the British Minister, in the
McLeod affair, “ the demand being backed
up with a threat of the “consequences” of re
fusal.” This charge is most unjust.
Webster has yielded to no such demand, and
the language of his letter in reply to the Brit
ish Minister is high-minded, statesmanlike,
honorable to himself and the country—its
doctrines are in accordance with the views of
the great body of the people, and its tone,
such as under the circumstances of the case
was required, an echo of public sentiment on
the subject from one border of the Union to
the other,—the avowal of a wish for continued
peace and harmony, of the desire to act in
all things touching the causes of difference

F2xcellent for a season of Scarcity.
A western paper advertises Pilis which are
represented, in capitals, as having the proper
ty of “ creating a lost appetite.”
The Funeral.—The remains of the late
President arrived in Cincinnati on Monday
morning, the 5th inst. about day lighten board
jhe Raritan. They were accompanied by the
Committee, and by a marine Guard from the
Navy Yard, Washington. They were imme
diately taken to the house of his son-in-law,
Col. Taylor. The funeral took place on the
ensuing Wednesday morning at 8 o’clock,
A. M.—Portland Adv.

Awful Warning ! A man who owed the
editor of the Macon Messenger two dollars,
and told him he had no money, lost his pock
et book the same day, containing about
$1000 !—NewVl Her.
Rumors from Washington say that some
concern was felt there as to the movements
on our borders, of the hunters lodges, as the
uneasy patriots call themselves, who want to
regulate Canada.—ib.
Commodore Elliot has purchased a farm in
the valley, four miles north of West Chester,
, ‘enn
, The Commodore, says the Village
(
Herald, designs to make it his residence.

PROBATE NOTICES.

SHERIFF’S SALE."

York, ss.—June 26,1841.
a Court of
- Probate held at— Limerick.,
—imerick, T>Y virtue ot an execution in my bands for
within and for the
County
of
York,
on
t
the County of York, on the fifth JO collection against James Lord, Jimaay of July, m the year of our Lord ior, ot Berwick; in said county of York,
»*^1
and forty-one, by the Hon. i yeoman, I have taken on execution, and shall
WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of said .sell at PUBLIC VENDNE, at the store of
.. . ..............
I Parks & Harris in Berwick aforesaid, on
AMUEL LANGTON, named Executor Saturday, the 7th day of August next, at
in a certain instrument purporting to bé two o’clock in the afternoon, all the estate,
the last will and testament of Hannah Langton,
right, title and interest, which the said James
late of Lebanon, in said county, deceased, Lord, Junior, has by virtue of a contract in
having presented the same for probate :
writing, to a conveyance of the following de
ORDERED — Tliat the said Executor scribed real estate, with the buildings there
give notice to all persons interested, by caus on, viz :—A certain tract or parcel of land
ing a copy of this order to be published, three situate in said Berwick and bounded as fol
weeks successively, in the Kermebtmk Ga lows—Easterly by the road leading from
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they Great Falls to Little River Falls in Lebanon ;
may appear at a Probate Court to be held Southerly by land of James Go well ; West
at Kennebunk, in said county, on the first erly by land of Moses Clements, and North
Monday of August next, at ten of the Clock erly by land of John Gowell, containing sev
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they enty acres, more or less.—Also, one other
have, why the said instrument should not be tract or parcel of Infid, situate in said Ber
proved, approved ami allowed as the last will wick, being a part of lot numbered two, in
ami testament of the said deceased.
the sixth range in Berwick commons, so call
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
ed, and bounded as follows, viz: beginning
A true copy,-—Attest,
at the South East of tweiity-nme acres and
JohnS,keele, Register.
one quarter of an acre of land lately belong
July 17.____________ _________
ing to William Guptill, 3d, deceased, on the
Alt a Court of Probate held at Saco, within North by part of said lot, on the interest line,
andfor the Coiinly of York, on the seventh so called, and running from thence Souther
day of June, in the year of our Lord ly on said interest line, thirty-five rods, thence
eighteen hundred and forty-one, by the Hon. South sixty-four and one-half degrees, West
one hundred and sixty rods to the Westen Aa?
WM. A. HAYES, Judge ot said Court :
LUCY LITTLEFIED, guardian of Eli range line of said lot, thence Northerly on
za Ann Littlefield,a minor and child said range line thirty-nine rods, to the South
Qf tFillihm Littlefield,- late of Kennebunk, de West corner of said twenty-rime acre lot,
ceased, having presented her first account of thence'North sixty-five degrees east, by said
lot one hundred and sixty rods to the point
guardianship of said minor, for allo wance :
ORDE2RED — That the said Guardian begun, containing thirty-seven acres.
Conditions, &c. at sale.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
MARK E. MARSHALL, D. Sh’ff.
ing a copy of this order to be published three
Berwick, July 1,1841.
weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may
SHERIFF’S SALE.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at Ken
nebunk, in saiil county, on the first Mon Ynpir acs
A KEN on execution, and will
ork, ss.... j
l)e goh} at p(JBUC AC
day of August next, at ten of the clock in
the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they TION, on Tuesday, the 10th day of August.
have, why the same should not be allow A. D. 1841, at 2 o’clock in the afternoon, at
the store of Clark & Marshall, in York, all
ed.
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
the right in equity which Samuel Stone, Jr.«
A true copy—Attest,
of said York, lias to redeem certain real es
John Skeele, Register.
tate situate,in said* York, together with th«
July 8.
buildings thereon standing, containing about
twelve acres, more or less, and adjoining
lands of Chas; Moody, John Kingsbury amt
of
1841.
heirs of Robert R. Mo^y, being the same»
UST published, in one large 8 vo. volume, whereon he now lives, the same having been
well bound. Price $2,50 each. For attached on the original writ. The above?
sale by
D. REMICH. property is mortgaged to Solomon Brooks of
said York, to secure the payment of 850 and*
Kennebunk, July 17, 1841.
interest, by Deed, dated December 28, J83£f
JOB PRBNTIN^r
and recorded on the 11th page of the 164u
------ OOO-----Book of Yotfk County Registry of Deeds.
HE subscriber will hereafter devote his
N. G. MARSHALL, D. Sh’ffattention almost exclusively to Job
York, June 29, 1841.
Printing. Having a great variety of
JOB & ORNAMENT AL TYPE,
SHERIFF’S SAMS*
c . &, c .
cc Ffl AKEN oh Oxecutimi, and
he is prepared to execute Books, Pamphlets, Vnnv
YORK, ss....
be sold at PUBLICK VJ
Blanks, Show-bills, Cards, &c. &c. at short
DUE!,
on
S
aturday, the 3lst day of <
notice and in the neatest manner.
Orders
next, at 2 o’clock P. M., at the store-<of f
are respectfully solicited.
& Marshall, in said county, dll’then'll
JAMES K. REMICH.
quity that Frederick B. Quimby ©f-sah’
Kennebunk, July. 17, 1841.
had on the 24 day of May, A. D. 48^
LIST OF 1ÆTTEKS
day when the same was attached
Ranainmg m the Post-Office at Kennebunk, process,) of redeeming a certain 1*
Maine, June 30, 1841.
real estate, lying ;in said York, beip«
------- ---------------------whereon the said Frederick B. Qur
A. B. C. D. E. E G,
dwells, contain mg about eighty ao
F. BELKNAP, Thomas T. Burnham, er with the buildings thereon ;—s
« Jonathan Boston, James Bacon, Miss ty is mortgaged m Solomoh Broo.
Ann Bickford, Miss Lois Buzzell, Miss Mary
secure the payment>01 $200 and Ínteres.
Bragdon, —Mrs. Olive J. Coòk, Miss Asenath February 9,1839, as may be seen by hi¿ deé^fe
Consens, Daniel W. Cram,—John Downing, recorded on the 266th page of the 463rd Bool
Thomas Dorman, Miss Lucy L. Diirrell,— of York County Registry of Deeds
Joshua Emtnings,— Robert Frye, Amos P.
N. G. MARSHALL, Dep’yWff.
Ficket.—Thomas Gillpatriek. Edward Grant,
York, June 29,1841..
I
Miss Mary Goodman, Miss Susan S. Grarit,
Daniel Gillpat rick.
COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE. '
H. I. J. K. L. M.
■—-— ——
Rev. J. Hubbard, Samuel Hart, Nathan
HE subscribers having been appointed by
Haihway, John Huston, Mrs. Johannah Hub
the Judge of-Probate, 'for the countv |
bard,—Nathan J. Jackson, 2, Thacker Jones,
of York, Commissioners to receive, exarmne,
-^Simeon Keyes,—G. & I. Lord, William adjust, and allow the claims of the creditor
Lord, Capt. S. T. Lemont, Jobe Loring, Au against the estate of
gustine Littlefield, Miss Sarah E; Littlefield,
RICHARD SHAPLElGHi,
— Isaac Means, Capt. Nathaniel Mitchell, late of Berwick, rn said county, deceased, rep*
Daniel Maddox.
resented insolvent, and six months from th«
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
third day of May, A. D. T841, being allowed
Capt. Nason, Jr., Mrs. Daniel Nason, Jr., for the creditors to present and prove their
Mrs. Sarah Ann Nowell,— William A. Or claims, hereby.give notice J hat they will at
cutt,—John Parsons, James H. Prentiss, Ed tend to tfie duties of th^ir appointment, at th®
ward Bi Perkins, Mrs. Sarah A. Perkins,— office over the store of Parks >& Harris, in Ber
Mrs. John Richards, Mrs. Charlotte D. wick aforesaid, on the first Mondays of July,
Raynes.— Henry S. Shead, Nathaniel Smith, Angus!, September and October next, from IQ
Merrill P. Simpson, Miss Olive Springer, iMiss o’clock A. M. to 5 o’efock P. M. on each of
Mary Shacklev.
said days.
T. U. V. W. X. Y. Z.
<K>B HARRIS,
7 CommisJoseph Taylor, 4, Samuel Taylor, Nathan
JOSEPH STACKPOLE, a sioners.
Thompson, Richard Thompson, Dan’l Tripp,
June 5,1841.
James M. Taft, 2, Mrs. Susan Tarbox,—Geo.
Wormwood, 2, Wells & Merrill, Miss Lydia
Wells; Mrs. White.
70 Letters.
. :
--- —OOO——
.
JAMES OSBORN, P. M,
O AMUEL KIMBALL would resperlfully
K5 inform the inhabitants of this viljage^
&c. that he has established a

S

The Church in Franklin, (La.) was lately
seized and advertised for sale by the sheriff;
but the claimant, extended the time for the
payment of the sum due, and stopped ihe
sale.
An unsuccessful attempt was made, by
SOn,e fo’£Blars, OrT the night of the 6th inst.
'____toJ
rob the Gloucester Bank. They did not suc
with perfect honor and good faith, and ceed in entering ».he building.
having taken the ground believed to be the
It appears frdrn an official statement, that
correct one, of a determination to defend the
there are upwards of 170,000 women servants
national rights and honor to the utmost. in London and the immediate neighborhood ;
—The People are not anxious fora \yar—they of which number 12,000 to 18,000 are always
desire peace. They ask justice at the hands out of place or changing places.
of Great Britain, and they are willing to deal
BRIGHTON MARKET.
justly with her. Failing in their reasonable
[Reported for the Boston Daily Advertiser.]
requests and expectations, they are ready to
Monday, July 12, 1841.—At market 310 Beef
abide the “ consequences,” and the govern Cattle, 75 Cows and Calves, 3500 Sheep, and 125
Swine. 75 Beef Cattle unsold.
ment tn declining to pursue a course which
Prices—Beef Cattle—We continue to reduce onr
quotations:
quality $6 a 6 25; second quality
would hurry us iirto a war, but still yielding 5 25 a 5 75 ; first
third quality ^4 a ^5not a jot or tittle of our rights, is adopting a
Cows and Calves—“ Dull
a large number unsold.
Sales ,g20. r—$28. $30 and $40.
course of policy acceptable to them.
Sheep—Sales quick tor prime lots: prices for lots
The resolve in favor of the distribution oi 1 50. 1 75. 1 88, $2, 2 17 !2 25 2 33 2 50 and 2 75.
—Those at Market were reported last week—
the land proceeds among the States is very no Swine
lots sold to peddle, At retail from 5 to 7, accordcharitably construed into a desire to enable the to size and quality.
‘‘ indebted States to pay what they owe to
HYMENEAL.
British Speculators and Capitalists.” A con
MARRIED— in Wells, Mr. Alfred W. Sher
clusion for which there is no semblaiice of
of Boston, to Miss Elizabeth S., daughter of
foundation and too ridiculous to gain credence win
William Eaton, Esq. of W.
in any quarter.
In Somersworth, 4th ii,st. Mr. John Grant of
Then, too, our neighbor affects to doubt Wells, to Miss Elizabeth E. Griffin of S.
In Sanford, Mr. George Gowen, Jr., to Miss
the justness of the complaints contained in Sophia L. Hayes, both of S.
the resolutions in reference to the State Debt,
In Buxton, Mr. Daniel Hanson of Hollis, to
the expenses of the civil posse and the high Miss Olive Nason of B — Mr. Elery T. Eastman,
to Miss Sophia W. Nason, both of B.
wages paid by the land agent,—because the
In South-Berwick, 27th alt. Mr. Stephen N.
appropriations out of which grew a portion of Morse of S.B., to Miss Susan D. Williams of
the Debt were voted for by both parties, and Wells.
the civil posse was placed upon the Disputed
OBITUARY
Territory, by authority of the Legislature,
DIED—In Sanford, 24th ult. Mr. Daniel An
unanimously concurred in. The whigs do
nis, agetbl8 years.
not complain of the appropriations made to
Suddenly, Tuesday, July 6th, while passing
resist the threat of British invasion, or that a the day at the residence of Samuel Hale, Esq., at
Portsmouth, Mrs. Lydia R., wife of Hon. Win.
civil posse was placed upon the territory, or Hale of Dover, N. H. aged 68 years.
that fair wages were paid to the laborers.
In Limerick, 11th inst. Mrs. Martha H. wife of
They complain of the misrnan:rgetnent of Joseph Hale, jr. and daughter of Mr. John W.
Morris, aged 31 years.
those appropriations, of the waste, extrava
In York, Mr. Abraham Shaw, aged 78 yenrsgance and needless expenditures attendant Mr. S. was three years in the Army of the Rev
upon the Civil Posse, and of the monstrous olution. After the war he retired to his resi
dence so well known to all who have visited
wages paid to overseers, contractors, etc. etc. Mount Agamenticus, and has there continued to
And these abuses of the trusts confided to reside to the day of his death. He was an up
right and highly esteemed citizen.— Dover Ga.
Governor Fairfield and his party afford good zette.
cause for complaint. The People are burthened with a grievous load in the shape of a
SHIP NEWS
State Debt, and a portion of this debt was
KENNEBUNK, JULY 17, 1841
needlessly incurred. If the interests of the
whole and not of a party had been studied,
ARRIVED.
July9-Schs. Grape, Wormwood, from Boston.
the debt would have been less, our taxes less,
Martha, Crediford, dd.
our prospects brighter and confidence stron
Azora, Lemont, Hallowell.
ger. It is useless fol the opposition to under
July 14—Schs. Ocean, Oakes, Boston ;
Superior, Emery, do. .5
take to disguise this fact or deny it. The
Stoic, Wormwood, do. ;
history of the Aroostook expedition is too
15—Sch. Nile, Ward, do.
SAILED:
well understood to leave any room for doubt
July 9—Schs, Nile, Ward, Boston.
that it was characterized by party favoritism,
Superior, Emery, do.
mismanagement, and extravagance.
And
13—Azora, Lemont, Hallowell.
Martha, Crediford, Boston.
what gained we by it ? Was our territory
MEMORANDA.
protected from invasion by ; the British?
Ar. at Saco, 7th inst. sch. Adno, Murch, 13
Was not an arrangement entered into, by days from Matanzas, with molasses.
Ar. at Boston, 10th, brig Swiss Boy, Blaisdell,
Which the footsteps of British soldiers are suf
Havana, 28th ult.
fered to be planted and their bayonets to glis
Cid. at New-Orleans, 30th ult. barque Nimrod,
ten upon soil which we claim as our own ?— Chadbourne, Bremen. 26lh, ship Clinton, Lit
Was the settlement Of the question hastened ? tle, Boston.
Sid. from Charleston, 2d, brig Packet, Ward,
Well may our tax payers ask—what gained Boston.
------ OOO-----At Matanzas, 27th ult. barque Bohemia, Na
we by this costly “flare-up” commenced
son, from Havana for Cronstadt, loading.
J^r, Id. C.
with such high purposes and mighty resolves,
Cid. at Philadelphia, 8th, sch. EhZa, Sawyer,
AS just received, and offers for sale, a
and ended so ingloriotisly and unsatisfactorily? Saco.
good assortment of
Ar. at New Bedford, 9th, sch. Chas Appleton,
The resolutions adopted by the whig con
Smith, Saco.
Drugs, Medicines^
vention will stand before more powerful crit
Cid. at Boston, 13th, brig Swiss Boy, Blaisdell, —AND ALL ARTICLES USUALLY KEPT IN—
icism than that applied to them by our neigh for Cronstadt.
At New Orleans, 3d, Zotoff, for Marseilles,
bor of the Democrat. They are based on
(t/* share of public patronage is respect
next day.
facts and sound principles, and
Ar. at Boston, 14th, brig Packet, Ward, fully solicited.
Kennebunk port, July 5, 1841.
“ Thrice armed is he who hath his quarrel just.” Charleston.
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FISH MARKET I

DRUGS, MEDICINES,

H

Apothecaries’1 Shops \
A

FIS® MARKET,
in the building adjoining the Grist-Mill^ wher®
he will keep FRESH FISH, cleaned, ready?
for use, Corned, Pickled & Dry Fish.
O^Fiteh sent to Houses in the Village,
when requested.—-Every effort will be mada
to accommodate the Ptiblic.
Kennebunk, June 3, 1841.

A0TÏCÈ,

rpHIS is to give notice that I have given f«
A
my daughter, Mariä. HàMUton, het?
Apportionment of Congress. The New
AFW ARRIXGEIIEVT.
time, and allow her to trade for hétself—
--- :---- —OOO---------York Tribune publishes an interesting table,
------------- OOO------------ HE subscriber has in his possession, at that I will not claim any of her earnings, nor
showing the Representations of the several
T will be seen by a notice on the first page
Cape Porpoise, a two Sail Boat, grden pay any debts of her contracting after ihi«
States, under the new apportionment, if the
and the leading editorial article, that a new
date.
.
STEPHEN HAMILTON.
bottom, black gunwale, short deck forward
ratio be fixed at 60,70, 80, or 90,000. By
arrangement has been made in reference toand aft, ceiling painted yellow, about 16 feet
these different ratios, the grapd divisions of
the publication of this paper.
Such an ar keel; and 6 feet wide.—One of the oars is
■ . • 7 Samuel Hatch, 3d.
the country will be representM.hs follows:—
rangement has long been in contemplation
Wells, June 21, 1841.
60.000. 70,000.
r
80.000. 9Q.000. by the subscriber. He is induced to make it painted green.—The owner is unknown.—
The boat taken from a boy, supjiosed to have
New England Y
by ill-health, which renders it desirable
6 States—Fopula- > 34.
29.
26.
23. that he should relieve himself from a runaway with it from Marblehead. The
owner can have the same by proving proper AA/TTH thé Subscriber, who contemplatesi
lion 2,225,759.
}
portion of the burthen of carrying on the es ty and paying charges.
M idd le, 5 States
VV
discob;tîriùîng his business in, and
tablishment, and by his anxiety to adjust his
EBEN. A. HUFF.
6Í.
—Population 4,- > 81.
69.
53 old accounts. Having been in business ma
moving from, îhfô town ;—therefore, .all per
Kennebtink-port,
(Cape
For-?
953,313.
>
sons who hayè accounts with him, are res
ny years, he has a large number of unadjust
poise,) July 1, 1841. |
South Atlantic, Y
pectfully rèqiie’stéd to call and make immedied accounts, a considerable portion of which
4 States—Popula- > 43.
37.
33.
29. are of long standing. As, so far as concerns
àté payrriént or settlement.
ARTI€IJLAR
“
N0TIC^
!.
tion 2,724,389.
)
ENOCH COUSENS.
the newspaper establishment, new books will
——000—i—
South Western, >
Kennebunk, July 7,1841.
be opened from this date, he would be happy
S
various
persons
have
been
in
the
habit
4 States—Popula- >17.
14.
13.
11. to have the old ones settled with as little de
of firing at the fence, nehr the< Acade
tion 1,152,695.
\
lay as possible. Such as may find it conven
my, in this village, or at marks on the fenCe
Western, 7 Y
ient to nay the balances due will oblige him of the subscriber, with shot and ball, much to
—----- —OOO----------64.
States—Popula-> 74.
54.
48. by so doing, and those to whom it would be
CASE low priced ruled Writing and Letthe injury of said fence, and to the danger of
tion 4,696,247.
)
inconvenient to pay at present can ^ balance the lives of those who may be at work on the & ter PAPERj for sale by
:fh?s
’ ’
249
; 214
186
164 by note.’’ It is not his wish to urge immedi
opposite side, or ate passing in the road run
.
Daniel remich.
If the ratio be fixed at 60,000, Maine will ate payment, but simply to make a settlement ning parallel with said fence l—all; persons
Kennebunk, Jan. 9,1841.
be entitled to eight Representatives (as at of his books.—Newspaper and advertising are therefore forbid indulging in the danger
present;) if at 70,000, to seven ; if at 80,000, bills, up to this date, will be made out as soon ous and injurious habit, in future, as they
namelled visiting cards—
to six, and if at 90,000, to five. The House, as practicable arid forwarded to those indebt would avoid the penalty nf the Law.
plain and embossed.
under its present organization, consists of 242 ed.
J. K. REMICH.
JAMES K. REMICH.
For sale by
D. REMICH.
members.
1 Gazette Office, July >2,1841.
Kennebunk, July 8, 1841.
Kennebunk, Apdl iff, 184L

SAUL BOAT.
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PROBATE NOTICES

.VJE

TRUSS

COUGHS, COLDS,
and all diseases «11 he Lungs.

BRANDRETH’S PILLS. 'THE
--------- ooo——---

RESURRECTION,
OR
’

VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
P ER SIAN PILLS.
--------- ooo-------- proved by the experience of thousands to
At a Court of Probate holden al Saco, withm *|Mr V¥
A f*
RY I I
--------- ooo--------HE
VEGETABLE
PULMONARY
BAL

in andfor the County of York, on the first M
v
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
(QrMn order that this valuable medicine
SAM is believed to he deservedly the most cure in every form of the Only One Disease,
HE subscriber continues to manufacture Trussesot
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord
popular Medicine ever known in America, all
forhaving the same origin, and invariably arise should
not be counterfeited, we have a plate
every description, at his residence, at the old stand
*
eighteen hundred andforty-one, by the Hon. ’
coughs,
colds, asthma or phthisic, consumption,
opposite 264, No. 305, Washington St., Boston, (en

representing a Persian scene, that is struck on
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
! trance in Temple Avenue—up stairs.) AH individu whooping cough, and Pulmonary affections of from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease, '
bill, one of which accompanies each box,
namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula- each
<
N the petition of OLIVE STORER,; als can see him alone, al any time at the above place. every kind.
We deem it unnecessary to publish a long list
tion
of
the
BLOOD.
Having
had
twenty
years
experience,
he
has
afford

administratrix of the estate of JoMa/n
The Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam has been
In a period of little more than three years in of
( Certificates, as they will neither add to nor
ed reliet to three thousand persons, for the last five very extensively used for about twelve years ;
Storer, late of Sanford, in said county, deceas- ; years.
the United States, they have restored to a state of ,diminish the virtues of this admirable com
All may rest assured of relief who call and try
ed, representing that the personal estate ot i Trusses of his manufacture. He is now confident he and its reputation has been constantly increasing. health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
pound.
said deceased, is not sufficient to pay the just j can give every individual relief who may call on him. So universally popular has this article become THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
Superior to the Hygean, Brandrelh’s, Ev
debts which he owed at the time of his death, I.| (Ej’’ The public are cautioned against the many that it may now be considered as a standard arti incurable by physicians of the first rank and ans’, Tomato, the Matchless (priced) Sana
cle
in
a
large
part
of
the
United
States
and
Brit

quacks
who
promise
what
they
cannot
perform.
by the sum of thirteen hundred dollars, and
standing, and in many cases when every other tive, or any other Pills or Compound before
j Having worn the different kinds ot t russes, more or ish Provinces. Many families keep it constantly
E
praying for a license to sell and convey so j; less, that have been offered to the public for the last by them, considering it the most safe as well as remedy bad been resorted to in vain.
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it the public, as certified to by Physicians and
is PUBI
much of the real estate ot said deceased i twenty years, from different patent manufactories, and certain remedy for the above complaints. The
others.— Let none condemn them until they
as may be necessary for the payment of said ;: now continues to wear those of his own manufacture, Proprietors have received, and are receiving be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
JA
Drink and away I it were sweet to be
he is now able to decide, after examining the rupture, numerous recommendations from many of our pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu have tried them, and then we are certain
debts and incidental charges :
they
will
not.
By the fountain’s side, and dream
Office
on
tional
or
from
some
immediate
cause,
whether
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no-!I what sort of Truss is best to adapt to ail the cases that best Physicians, who make use of it in their prac
It is now a settled point with all «ho have
; and
he
hasoIont russ
handl(iai
as good
1 russe»,
and will
it be from internal or external injury, it will be
Of the verdant flowers, and the purple sky,
lice thereof to the lieiis ot said deceased and ' occur
Jurnjs
j
a|
^,
k|ntJ
Cilll
uv
lltlu
EFTh
furnish any kind of Truss that can be had elsewhere. tice. The names of a few individuals who have cured by persevering in the use of these Pills. used the Vegetable PERSIAN PILLS, that
*
i
...r„___ _ r»
< t u l i 11 u li _
And the ever-flowing stream ;
given their testimony in favor of this article are
to all persons interested in said estate, ''y j ^ny
personJ who
purchases
a Truss o»
at «hit:
this exestablisliMe for a
This great principle of £< PURGING” in they are pre-eminently the best and most ef
here
subjoined,
and
for
a
more
full
account
see
causing a copy of this order to be published in - „)eil| ¡f ¡t joes not suit, can exchange until they are well
And the garden fair, with perfumed air
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is ficacious FAMILY MEDICINE that has yet
amount cl
the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne-; soiled without additional charge.
the envelope to the bottle.
Of nightingales warbling clear,—
found much more convenient to take an occa been used in America. If every family could
OTAd'
J.
F.
F.
inanufactuies
as
many
as
twenty
different
bunkj ii.i said county, three weeks successive..j kinds of Trusses, among which are all the different Doct. Amory Hunting, Doct. Samuel Morrill, sional dose of Haifa dozen Pills, and be always become acquainted with their Sovereign pay.
And maidens bright, with jewell d hair,
business
“
Timothy
Baylies,
“
Truman
Abell,
ly,
that
they
may
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
well,
than
to
send
for
a
Doctor
and
be
bled,
kinds similar to those that the late Air. John Beaih, oi
the publis
But drink 1 drink I nor linger here.
er over disease, they would keep them and
£* Jere. Ellsworth,
“ Thomas Brown,
blistered, and salivated —with the certainty that '
to .be
at ___
Alfred
said
w
’v" holtlen -•?......-in—
. county,
... on this city, formerly made, and all others adveittsed in
UTAH
“ Albert Guild.
££ William Perry,
the first Monday in September next, at ten ol Boston, together with the patent elastic spring Truss,
if you are not killed, you will be sure to have be prepared with a sure REMEDY to apply
on the fit st appearance of disease, and then
Drink and away ! no sabre shine
the
editoi
months
of
miserable
weakness,
and
the
only
one
AN
INTERESTING
CASE.
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if with spring pads ;
'rmnure'^and" a “ífX
Flashes back to the warrior’s eye,—
.
.
.
.
¡'
i
these give relief mi all casesoi rupture, anu a large
K. Remi<
Look at the how much distress would be avoided and
any they have, why the prayer of said peti portion produce a perfect cure—they can be worn day Extract of a letter from Mr. C. S. Clay, Kingston, who is benefitted is your Doctor.
difference between the appearance of those two money saved, as well ns the lives of thousand^
Now along the horizon’s golden line
Ulster County, N. Y., to tho proprietors :
tion should not be granted.
and night ; improved hinge and pivot Truss ; umbili
Yours of the 9th insl. was duly received. A persons—one has been treated by your regular who are hurried out of time by neglecting
The Arabian’s tent I spy,—
cal spring 1'russes, madem four different way s ; Trus
Attest, John Skeele, Register.
B
ses with ball and socket joints; Trusses for Prolap remarkable cure was effected by the Vegetable practitioner—see how pale and debilitated lie ,disease in its first stages, or by not being in
No flame eyed steed, of the Yeoman’s breed
A true copy—Attest,
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[From the London Gents. Mag.]
ghaw mentions a rill in Barbary, which flows
a basin called by a name signifying, ‘ drink
Jfld away.’
Drink and away ! you have travelled far
On thedesert’s burning sand —
And the glowing moon, and the evening star,
Have lighted your pilgrim band.
Oh pleasant now, to each weary limb
The grass, in the noon of day.
And the shadowy plain so cool, and dim ;
But linger not—drink ! away !
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